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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the study:

1.1.1 Library and Information society:

Libraries are collections of materials and other sources of recorded information. Libraries

and information centers have changed significantly over the course of history; they

always remain responsible for acquiring or dissemination access to information and other

media that meet educational, recreational and informational needs of their users. They

have continued to keep the business information, legal, historical and religious

information as records of a civilization

Civilization is to quest for knowledge. The process of evolution in human civilization

from the stage of 'Chimpanzee' to modern human of 21st century, their intelligence on

information sharing has significantly contributed in communication. For efficient

communication the primitive human before and while in Stone Age, did their best to read

different types of information in their weapons, location, prey etc.

The primitive human also recorded information by various styles, forms of drawings and

shapes of materials. The following generations learnt consequently the practice, style and

culture of recording information got importance. The importance of information which

the human being experienced as a powerful means of getting things done has continued

the drawings, sketches and shapes of material for future generation use. The history of

civilization from east to west and from pre-ancient to post-modern era, has given the

proof.

Man had been developing method of recording his experiences through the clay -tablets,

wax tablets, papyrus sheets, parchment rolls and through modern books, and other audio-

visual equipments. There is a popular statement that 'Man with his tremendous

capabilities of intellect, wisdom and mind has been mastering his situation since his very

inception' (Khanna, 1994, p.viii.)
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Various civilizations flourished in the land of Sumerian, Babylonian, Akkad and Assyria

at different times covering a time span of about 2000 years. To preserve thoughts and

experience for the coming generations Man begun with stone was used for recoding

purpose. Samples of Egyptian pictographic writing, known as hieroglyphics, were found

in building stones dating back to 3000 or 4000 BC. Stone was replaced by clay. During

the Sumerian, Babylonian, Assyrian civilization, clay was used extensively for recording

information. Writing on the wet clay was done by a stylus and then it was backed for

permanence. This writing has been called cuneiform consequently; these were replaced In

Greece, the country of scholars got libraries with perishable materials such as papyrus

and parchment. Rome and rulers on the other were fascinated to collect books and other

recorded information in shelves.

In 1440 A.D, the innovation of printing press, a form of movable type recording and the

renaissance led to the increased demand for paper and consequently there was a steady

growth of its. ‘The combination of paper and the printing press has probably done more

to preserve man's accomplishments than any other single human achievement. Without

doubt it is largely responsible for the mountain of recorded information extant today.

(Prasher, ©1991, p.43) Monasteries of Western world found documents as an essential

thing for the spiritual life. After 11th century when universities were established, the

collection of information carriers grew steadily.

Most of the collections were belong to great scholars or great kings, emperor or rulers.

Because of the hardship to acquire documents they were considered as most valuable

properly to be preserved well. Librarians or information officers of at that time believed

to store books and other material was their sole duty. It was not uncommon in 15th and

16th century to have books actually chained to the shelves. The French revolution made

great impact on changing libraries or information centers of private ownership into

public. It incepted giving chance to live scholarly life even for a layman or a common

person that was almost impossible before.

Many historical steps took place for the result of changing of library services. The

difficulties of library management grew in the 19th century. At the time libraries had

increased in size, but their growth of information had been haphazard, administration had
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become weak, standards of service almost non-existent funds for acquisition tended to be

inadequate; the post of librarian was often worked on as a part time position; and

cataloging and indexing was frequently arrears and lacked proper method.

The word 'library' which in English refers to a collection of books gathered for study,

research, reference and recreation is derived from the Latin liber "a book". But the word

library in French does not have the same meaning, being used to denoted a bookshop or,

by extension, a publisher; the word used in many other countries to signify a collection of

Books, is derived from a Latinized Greek word, bibliotheca. (Khanna, 1994). The use of

the word library to denote a building, room, set of rooms in which a collection of books

and materials in housed and organized is also common.

Ranganathan's definition ascribes two major functions of libraries. First ' the care of a

collection of book' and the second function assigned ' the duty of making them accessible

to those who require the use of them. (Khanna, 1994 )

1.1.2 Information:

Today we are living in the age of information .Information is the product of the human

brain in action. It may be abstract or concrete when an individual begins to think, a

variety of images and sensations flash across his mind. This makes some information to

accumulate in his mind and his memory retains some piece of knowledge. A large

amount of information is being generated every moment. The ability to collect, store and

disseminate this large amount of information needs application of new Technologies

Information, which is a dynamic and unending resource that effects all disciplines and all

walks of life. Information supports education, research and development. It also improves

the quality of life.

“Since World War II, great quantity of information in the form documents has been so

immensely produced that librarians found it very difficult to arrange and process it

sufficiently to satisfy the need of the users (Students, Academicians, researchers) for their

in-depth studies into various fields of knowledge. When well communicated has a great

value, it has become necessary to have organized information. In other words,
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communication is the soul of information. But the processes of communication of

information become very difficult due to following barriers like:

i. Information explosion or information load which could not be handled manually.

ii. Complicated nature of information.

iii. Information scattered in numerous sources like non-book materials.

iv. Geographical or language barriers.”( ILM, 2001, p.41)

1.1.2.1 Information Technology:

Information technology embraces computers, tele-communications and software systems

that aid the organization, transmission, storage and utilization of what might better be

called the knowledge resources dealt with above.

1.1.2.2 Information Technology and role of libraries:

Information technology allows us to access and store more information quickly and in a

great extant. It is an energy amplifier e.g., computer aided designs, flexible or word

processing. In the Information business, the availability of electronic databases linked

with telecommunication networks and gateways marginalize traditional print based

repositories of information. Libraries are in the business of information with their

various functions as acquisition, processing, storage, retrieval and dissemination of

information. Traditionally these are low labor intensive and repetitive manual routines.

Nowadays, availability of computers with new developments in telecommunication

techniques and equipments is considered as ‘New Information Technology’. The New

information technology provides a wide range of services of which libraries could avail

themselves and offer to supplement existing ones; e.g. storing materials as an

information provider for equipment etc.

In Nepal CDS/ISIS is mainly used to create bibliographic database in recent years, with

the trend of open source software and web based system, librarians are moving toward

web based system. (Pradhan, 2008, p.71) At present time the libraries in Nepal maintain

their MARC in the form of database; UNESCO developed CDS/ISIS database to use. The
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CDS/ISIS database supports fields and subfields. The bibliographic data elements are in

the form of fields and subfields is known as MARC. The standard used in creating data

entry from in CDS/ISIS is CCF. In KOHA, data entry from used is MARC21. (Pradhan ,

2008, p.71)

So many softwares are used in the libraries and information centers for the automation of

the library via cataloguing process, catalogue card generation, authority file maintenance,

serial control, online public access catalogue (OPAC), automatic indexing, thesaurus

construction, union catalogue, etc depending upon the features of the software.

Large number of the library software has been introduced by the librarians and

information scientists all over the world. These softwares are MINISIS, MAITRAYEE,

LIBSYS, SOUL, KOHA, ALICE, ATHENA, MIDAS, LIBRA, LIMS, and LIB-INFO

etc. MINISIS is the most important library automation software. It is developed by

international development research center (IDRC). It can handle major activities of all

functions of the library like acquisition, cataloguing, OPAC (Online Public Access

Catalogue) etc.

SOUL is the other most preferable library software. It is developed by the INFLIBNET

center of UGC India for library automation having retrospective conversion facility. Now

SOUL is used in Kathmandu university libraries. These softwares are more effective for

the information retrieve for users and to save the time and money for users and

professionals. These softwares provide the exact information for the users and get the

improved library professional image.

'TUCL is the largest and old university library among other university libraries in Nepal.

The library has installed CDS/ISIS software in 1993 for its bibliographic database

creation and retrieval with the financial and technical support from IDRC, Canada, under

Nepal Automation Project. These databases are available in OPAC system in the library

and also available in the website (Vaidya, 2008, p.17).
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1.1.3 Information Technology and Cataloguing and Indexing:

For information retrieval the new information technology is very useful. The cataloguing

and indexing are one of the gateways for information retrieval. From the ancient period

different types of catalogues have been in use. King Ashurbanipal of Assyria had a

library with catalogue in rolls form kept in the jars. After that there were different forms

of catalogue like tables, sheaf and the more recent and popular form is the card system.

Now information technology can be of considerable help in aiding and improving recent

cataloguing technique.

The basic concepts of cataloguing and indexing are as follow:

i. To enable a person to find a material of which either the author or the title or

the subject is known.

ii. To show what the library has by a given author on a given subject or in a

given kinds of literature.

iii. To assist in the choice of a material as to its character.

These objectives are still valid and were incorporated into a set of cataloguing principles

agreed by an International conference a cataloguing in Paris in 1961.

But information explosion created interest in large variety of inter-disciplinary subjects.

The demand of users is now more subject oriented than author and title oriented. For fast

information retrieval from the various access points by the computers with the capacity of

speed, accuracy, and flexibility constitute the major factors for their use in cataloguing

and indexing. The computer is capable of performing the various clerical functions

involved in manipulation of records. Thus there is a change in the objectives when

cataloguing and indexing are computerized. The main objectives are as follows.

i. To save money or at least to reduce the rate of increase in cost.

ii. To provide better control and improve efficiency.

iii. To achieve higher productivity.
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iv. To extend the services offered.

v. To permit increased co-operation with other libraries or information services.

An ideal computer-based cataloguing and indexing system would include the following

characteristics.

i. Online access to a database of potentially needed bibliographic records.

ii. A higher percentage of the required records already available in the database so

that original cataloguing and indexing is minimized.

iii. A consistently high quality of bibliographic records in the database in conformity

with the latest cataloguing, indexing and classification codes.

iv. Online authority control.

v. Ability to do original cataloguing and indexing online when necessary and to

assist the process with appropriate prompts.

vi. Ability for the records in the catalogue to be accessed in variety of ways and in an

appropriate physical form.

Thus computerized catalogues and indexes are usually much more up to date than the

manual catalogues. They offer facilities such as better subject approach with fuller

bibliographic descriptions and a greater number of access points to permit sophisticated

access and search capabilities. A standardized format for machine readable data has

provided an opportunity for vastly increased co-operation possibilities. The effective use

of new information technology in cataloguing and indexing can help to improve the

library professionals images.

MARC:  A structured format which enables standard bibliographic records in book and

other catalogue formats to be manipulated by computer in a standard way to facilitate the

exchange of records between libraries.

MARC format originated in the deliberations of the library of congress on the possibility

of using automation techniques for its catalogue provision in early 1960's. The
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UNIMARC format is an attempt together national variations into one universal exchange

format. In recent years, with the development of appropriate software, it has become

relatively easy to convert from one MARC format to another.

A  UK MARC record is made up to two sections. The first consists of the record label,

which includes processing instructions and information such as the total length of the

record, the format. The second section comprises content designations, which hold the

bibliographic data of the item concerned. The content designators structure the data into

particular fields and subfields. The fields are identified by a three digit tag representing

the elements of the bibliographic record and the access points:

001 – 009 control fields

010 – 099 coded and numeric data

100 – 244 main entry access points

245 – 299 titles and title paragraph

300 – 399 physical description

400 – 499 series statements

500 – 599 notes

600 – 699 subject access points

700 – 799 added entry access points

800 – 899 series access points

900 – 948 references

949 – 999 reserved for local implementation

Use of MARC format is most large centralized database use MARC format, which means

that it is the predominant, widespread standard for catalogue and indexes records. It was,
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however, developed solely for catalogues that, although computerized, were not

accessible online. (Feather & Sturges, 2000, p.284)

OCLC is a major source of catalogue data for libraries throughout the world. It began as

Ohio college library centre founded in 1967, but in recognition of its much expended

membership outside Ohio, has since 1981 been known as online computer library centre.(

Feather & Sturges, 2000, p.323)

OPAC:  A database of bibliographic records describing the holding usually of one

particular library. It allows searching by Name, Title, and Subject and offers online

access through public terminals.

Online catalogues were developed in the late 1970s and since then have become widely

accepted as the contemporary form of catalogue in the developed world. Since their

advent vast number of bibliographic records has been converted into computer format,

using the MARC, although public use of catalogues was often still in printed form by

cards or in microform. (Feather & Sturges, 2000, p.330) The tremendous increase in the

amount of information that is available through electronic media has resulted in a

growing interest in the development of ways to automate the process of extracting the

information that is relevant to a particular task. Much of that information is in the form of

electronic documents, such as articles and reports. Because it is impossible for any person

to read and understand the huge amount of electronic text data that are available, a

number of efforts have addressed various aspects of the problem, particularly information

extraction, information filtering and information on retrieval. In developed in the work

done on knowledge discovery in database have also been applied to the problem of

extracting information from textual data.

A component of the information retrieval and extraction on problem is the determination

of appropriate indexes or keywords for the texts to make the automation of the task

easier. An automated cataloguing and indexing process is useful not only as a component

of an information retrieval system, but also as a tool for classifying information for easier

reference by human readers.  It is the automated determination of the index for
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documents or information in machine readable, natural language form that is the focus of

the article. (Kent, 2000)

Automatic indexing is the process of analyzing is the process of analyzing an item to

extract the information to be permanently kept in an index this process is associated with

an item. (Kowalski & Maybury, 2000, p.105)

Concept indexing uses words within an item to correlate to concepts discussed in the

item. This is a generalization of the specific words to values used to index the item. When

generating the concept classes automatically, there may not be a name applicable to the

concept but just a statistical signification. Finally, a special class of indexing can be

defined by creation of hypertext linkages. These linkages provide virtual threads of

concepts between items versus directly defining the concept within an item.

The CDS/ISIS package comes with a common communication format (CCF) in the form

of CDS/ISIS databases. CCF is a set of rules intended to improve the exchange among

different system of bibliographic data, and of data on project and persons. It is high time

to form a national coordination committee to view the requirement for standards for

CDS/ISIS. The first foremost task of the committee should be

i. To define a CCF suitable for Nepalese context.

ii. To prepare inventory of all CDS/ISIS users in Nepal and get their consensus on

using CCF.

iii. To train, assist in implementation of the CCF amongst the current users and

prospective users.

The databases of a centre could be shared by other centers users easily through disks

exchange or communication lines using modem.
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1.1.4 Implementation of computerized cataloguing and indexing with special reference to

Nepal:

In the Nepali context, the awareness of information technology including the use of IT as

a hardware and software tool is not yet considered seriously. Because of

misunderstanding about the computer as well as negative approach towards this

technology users and professional were unwilling to use. There were not enough trained

professionals and users to use computerized library systems in the past. But time has

changed now with the development of information technology so the new generation is

willing to use new IT but there is various difficulties such as paucity of funds, trained

manpower. Moreover, the staff concerned has a negative approach with a view to avoid

responsibilities of additional work. Many institutions: schools, colleges and universities

have purchased the computers but they are not using same for office or library purpose.

Therefore, to get acquainted with this new technology the IT should get a proper place in

basic education including library education also. In Nepal AACR-2 rules for cataloguing

are adopted by different libraries. On international level there is UNIMARC followed by

various countries. Accordingly definite efforts are made in developing Nepali MARC.

This presumes uniformity in rules adopted for cataloguing to ensure compatibility, which

is turn will facilitate union catalogue, online catalogue and networking of libraries and

information centers. At the present, on one hand numbers of packages have been

developed as per the needs of single institution and on the other hand many institutions

are using CDS/ISIS package, which is very useful and developed by UNESCO. Some

efforts are made by users of this package to create uniformity which is a step in right

direction.

New Technology is adopted, staff working in the library is to be trained and well

acquainted with the change. This could be done by conducting relevant courses. The

users will also require orientation regarding use of latest IT. They will also have to be

informed of the information available and the ease with which they can get it.

In the Nepali context, due to paucity of funds, resource sharing and inter-library loan

facility becomes an absolute necessity. The foregoing points stressing on common

format, uniformity, compatibility should make possible the working of Union Catalogue
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and online access to it. This will open new doors to inter-library loans and availability of

materials. The new IT now available will remove the barriers of distance and drudgery,

time etc., of repeated manual effort in making different catalogue& index entries. There

will be no limit to the variety of ways in which the same information can be retrieved

with speed and accuracy. Due to the power and capacity of the new technology any and

every reader will get the information she/he seeks. To make this possible, we should have

to change and keep up with new the technology and use it to give an access to latest

information.

1.2 Statement of the problem

Information is available in huge quantity and it go on increasing. Information is vital and

it can never be termed to be obsolete. Library and information centers are the storehouse

of information. Where every effort is being considered in order to provide easy and fast

information to the information users with the passage of time information technology is

playing a significant role in disseminating and retrieval of information. In order to

upgrade the library and information center use of IT has become necessary. However it is

essential to be aware whether the IT being used is user friendly or not. The research study

aimed to deal with following problems of Application of IT in catalogue and index: its

retrieval aspect in Nepalese libraries or information centers.

i. Examination of information retrieval facility on the basis of application of

Information technology in catalogue and index.

ii. The application of IT user friendly while retrieving the information.

iii. Finding out the various types of library software used in the information centers.

iv. Finding out the barriers of computerization of cataloguing and indexing and

suggesting remedy for speedy and accurate search of information.

1.3 Objectives of the Study

i. To find out the existing condition of users of cataloging and indexing in

Information centre.
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ii. To find out the user-friendliness in cataloguing while retrieving the

information after the use of IT in catalogue and index on the basis of

using Thesaurus, Subject heading list and Authority list.

iii. To examine the information retrieval facility on the basis of application

of Information Technology in cataloguing and indexing.

iv. To suggest the concerned authority and person regarding the best use of

IT in the Libraries for speedy and accurate search of information.

1.4 Hypothesis of the study

i. Libraries are providing effective services with the new technology that can help to

improve the librarians’ images.

ii. Large number of users and library professional are satisfied by using advance IT

tools for information retrieval.

1.5 Scope and Limitation of the Study

Due to time, space and other economical factors this study is limited to explore the use of

New Information Technology in cataloguing and indexing of Kathmandu Valley

Libraries only and they are as following:

i. Tribhuvan University Central Library(TUCL)

ii. Kathmandu University School of Management  Library(KUSOML)

iii. Social Science Baha Library(SSBL)

iv. ICIMOD Library

This study focuses on the information retrieval through the New Technology in

cataloguing and indexing. It also focuses the users searching the exact information

retrieve through IT in cataloguing and indexing.

New Technology now available will remove the barriers of distance and drudgery time

etc., of repeated manual effort in making different catalogue entries. There will be no

limit to the variety of way in which the same information can be retrieved with speed.

Due to the power and capacity of the new technology any and every reader will get the
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information he seeks. To make this possible, we will have to change and keep up with

this technology and use it to give access to latest information.

1.6 Significance of the study:

There have been a few studies on the topic Application of IT in cataloguing and indexing

as a whole in the context of Nepal. This research helps to provide answer to the question

how we can retrieve the information fast, exact and easily by providing the New

Information Technology in cataloguing & indexing of library documents and also the

methods of technique of IT.

1.7 Definition of the Terms / Glossary:

AACR 2: AACR 2 stands for the Anglo –American Cataloguing Rules, Second Edition.

It is published jointly by the American Library Association, the Canadian Library

Association, etc. AACR 2 is designed for use in the construction of catalogues and other

lists in general libraries of all sizes. The rules cover the description of, and the provision

of access points for, all library materials commonly collected at the present time.

ALICE: It is a name of the library software used for whole library automation. In Nepal,

British council applies it and the software works under world wide networks

environment.

ATHENA: It is another of library software used for the library automation. It is developed

by the Saga brush, USA. It can handle bibliographic data storing and retrieval,

circulation, enquiry and networking. (Pradhan, 2004, p.105)

Bibliographic database: It refers to data entered systematically in a defined structure. In

a given framework of software, bibliographic elements of bibliographic items, defined by

ISBD like title and statement of responsibility, edition, material designation, place and

publisher, pagination, series, note etc. ISBN/ISSN are fed in computer. The programming

of such software make possible to retrieve and disseminate the information systematically

when required.

Boolean search: A local search system that facilitates to coordinate terms at the time of

searching is known to be Boolean logic. Boolean search is widely used in online system.
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According to Boolean search 'or' is use to broaden the search and 'not' and 'and' is use to

sharpen the search. Boolean search come after prominent mathematician George Boole. It

is called as a Boolean logic.

Catalogue: A library catalogue is a register of all bibliographic items found in a
particular library or group of libraries, such as those belonging to a University system
spread out over the several geographic locations.

Common Communication Format (CCF): CCF is a set of rules intended to improve the

exchange among different systems of bibliographic data, and of data on project and

person. It is the CDS/ISIS database package.

Computer Catalogue: A catalogue prepared in computer is called computer catalogue. It

has no definite size as a card catalogue but computer hardware and software is must.

Bibliographic data are fed in computer then the terminal display all the fed information as

and when users search for it.

Computerized Documentation System/Integrated Set of Information System (CDS/ISIS):

CDS/ISIS is for generalized information storage and retrieval system developed,

maintained and disseminated by UNESCO. It is mainly being used for cataloguing job of

library.

Dissemination: To provide information

Documents: It includes variety of forms where information is found.

Information: Information is a piece of items. It is the product of the human brain in

action. It may be abstract or concrete when an individual begin to think, a variety of

image and sensation flash across his mind.

Library: Library is a center of information and knowledge that works for acquiring or

providing access to books, periodicals, and other multimedia that meet educational

recreational and informational needs of their users.
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Library automation: By using computer hardware and software the library jobs can be

done automatically. Such advanced technological application in library services is known

as library automation.

Library software: Software is a program that is prepared by computer engineers using

some programming language. The programming makes repetitive jobs done

automatically. Library software is prepared mainly targeting on the house keeping jobs of

library like acquisition, circulation, cataloguing etc.

Machine Readable Cataloguing (MARC): A record capable of being read by a machine

normally is a catalogue prepared in machine like computer and has its standardized rules

to like AACR-2. Rules governing the creation of catalogue MARC records includes not

only formal cataloguing rules like AACR-2 but also specific to MARC, available from

the Library of Congress and OCLC.

Offline computer bibliography data: It relates batch mode operating without direct and

continuous communications with the main computer system.

Online Computer Library Center (OCLC): OCLC Online Computer Library Center was

founded in 1967 and originally named the Ohio College Library Center. Researchers,

students, faculty, scholars, professional librarians and other information seekers use

OCLC services to obtain bibliographic, abstract and full-text information when and

where they need it.

Online Public Access Catalogue: An Online Public Access Catalogue is a computerized

online catalogue of the materials held in a library. The library staff and the public can

usually access it at several computer terminals within the library, or from home via the

Internet. Since the mid- 1980s, it has replaced the card catalogue in most libraries.

Technology: Technology to cater to the increasingly sophisticated needs of information

seekers.

WINISIS: It is the window version of CDS/ISIS, propounded by UNESCO.
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1.8 Organization of the study:

Sequence of the topic and sub topics of the study have been organized in suitable manner

so that the study will be easy to understand.

This study consists of six chapters.

The first chapter contains  Introductory chapter containing general Background of the

study, Statement of the problems, Objectives of the study, Hypothesis of the study, Scope

and limitation of the study, Significance of the study, Definition of the terms/glossary,

Organization of the study. The second chapter is related to review some of the literature

related to this study. The third chapter denotes focus of the study. Methodology used in

this study that is research design, data gathering procedure, the variables and measures,

the statistical procedures, data analysis procedure is in the chapter four. The fifth chapter

presents analysis and presentation of data. The sixth chapter represents the summary,

findings and recommendation of this study. And last supplementary section appendix /

annexure and references / bibliography are provided.
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Chapter II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Information retrieval is considered as an important issue for librarians, students, scholars.

However, only few numbers of studies have been found carried out on the specific topic

of information retrieval through the cataloguing and indexing in relation to the ones

carried out on other topics in the field of library and information centers. More

specifically, in context of Nepal, no studies have been carried out on information retrieval

through the cataloguing and indexing use of IT. However, it doesn’t mean that no study

has been carried out on the topic because there are several scholars, author or researchers

at the international level who have said one thing or the other in relation to the

information retrieval of library collection on or materials. The researcher has not

encountered with any research carried out exclusively on the Application of IT in

cataloguing and indexing. The reviewed literature indeed display the gradual changes in

the form of catalogue and index as the principle of cataloguing and indexing guide for

and as per the growing needs of users and information technology as well. In one way or

the other review of related literature can be specified as follows:

Kent, (1979) has stated "the present and future hold great role for the development of

catalogue and indexes into a more useful, more functional, and more comprehensive tool

for the information retrieval aspect through the formulation of attainable goals, continued

experimentation, research and cooperative effort. So far there is no indication that the

need for catalogue & index will ever diminish or be replaced."

Kowalski & Maybury, (2000) has mentioned "the growth of information is inevitable.

From this it means that a information retrieval system will keep growing. Information

retrieval system originated with the need to organize information in central repositories.

Cataloguing and Indexing were created to facilitate the identification and retrieval of

items of information. Original definitions focused on documents for information retrieval

rather than the multi-media integrated information that is now available."

‘To provide right information to the right person at the right time with the right way in

the form on a right language is its motto’
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Malavya, (1999) has carried out "the online information retrieval the searcher uses a

computer terminal usually linked by telephone to a remote computer. The computer

stores the database of bibliographic records on rotating magnetic disks always available

for immediate access. The database can be searched and researched using special

computer programs which allow the searcher to carry out a two-way conversation or

dialogue with the computer. The database of online public access catalogue consists of a

numbers of file."

Dhungana, (2008) has discussed how modern information technology, i.e. digital library

can help in managing conventional knowledge management. He urged to use our

knowledge, technology, mechanism to move further in conventional content digitization

and sharing through digital library system throughout the world.

Krishna Gopal, (2000) has explained "the most important file from the perspective of

subject access is the bibliographic file, the authority file, and the inverted file. The

retrieval of subject or other information is the result of the interaction among these file.

The computer-manipulability bibliographic database is made up of bibliographic records

which, in turn, are made up of fields, subfields and characters. The author data for a

book, for instance is an author fields. The computer itself can also be used as a catalogue

and index."

Hence, it is already declared in 1970 that the most advanced form of catalogues and

indexes of for the future will be the computerized catalogues and indexes so aptly

depicted by Swanson. This catalogue and index will consider eleven performance goals:

user dialogue, aids to browsing, user indexed library, access to in depth information,

wheat and chaff identification, national network of libraries, national networks of

bibliographic tools, instant information, remote interrogation and dealing active

dissemination and quality control over library services IT in information retrieval

technique here differs vastly from the manual information retrieval technique. It is

because the need of time itself changed with the advances of information technology.

Today remote links has been taken easily. In truth it is an essential need for today’s

global society.
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Stoker, (1997) has tribute in his editorial "for the advances in the ability to access

computerized catalogue and index from the desktop via the internet. He described further,

from my desk at work or from my study at home I am able to consult the catalogue and

index of the National Library and my own university, together with a host of other on-

line or CD ROM catalogues and indexes throughout UK and indeed the whole world.

These computerized catalogue and index are also becoming increasingly sophisticated

and provide the traditional limited access points of author, title, and subject, but usually

enable me to identify related materials from incomplete titles or inaccurate reference or

else to locate associated or contemporary items in ways that have never been possible

before. Advance IT at one hand being comfortable in doing job and at other it is threat

that can sweep libraries from mainstream."

Dulal, (2008) has given a different fact in his paper that most academics/researchers use

digital library environment; specifically, www, e-journal, e-books, full text etc. as an

extra resource. He quotes Carol Casey’s  and Shalini Urs’s findings that creation of small

focused indexes and metadata  respectively can be the best solution for accessing specific

type of digital information for maximum use by the end-users, as well as by  cataloguers,

scientists etc.

Airy,(1999) has advised "the latest trend of library professional is not a huge collection

of materials  but of ‘paperless library’ and up to date library instead of being ‘document-

rich’ thrives to be ‘access-rich'.  For such rich retrieve to information or access to

information, computer is an essential tool to be used. Computerized catalogue and index

can be fed in libraries. It will be better to automate all libraries activities and services in

fact because library automation will get good result in greater accuracy, speedy,

processing, networking controls, quality service, and reputation of library."

Maharana et.al,(2004) has stated that information technology has made access to

information easier, in the sense that all digital information such as data bases, full text

journals etc. can be accessed through computers on the networks both at work and from
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home…. Libraries should develop local Area Network content creation through

digitization, software/hardware procurement, etc.

Chowdhury, (1999) has defined "an information retrieval system is designed to retrieve

the information required by the users’ community. Thus an information retrieval system

aims at collecting and organizing all the documents or material available in one or more

subject areas in order to provide them to the user as soon as required."

Belkin, ( 1980) has presented "the following situation which clearly reflects the purpose

of information retrieval system.

i. A writer presents a set of ideas in documents using a set of concept.

ii. Some where there will be some user who require the ideas but may not be able to

identify those.

iii. Information retrieval systems serve to match the writer’s ideas expressed in the

documents with the users’ requirements or demand for those. Thus information

retrieval system as a bridge between the world of creators or generators of

information and the users of that information."

Thakur, (1999) has mentioned "the information retrieval systems play an important role

in any information system.  Information retrieval cannot be realized unless the

information   is grouped or classified.  Classification per se is not only helpful in an

assigning class numbers for shelf arrangement, but it is also of great importance in

subject indexing. A way classification results in the analysis of the thought content of

documents."

Yadagiri, (1999) has focused "the topic of application of IT in library services in library.

He has also described the first and foremost important task is to create database by

selecting suitable software package, keeping in mind the day to day activities of libraries

Acquisition, cataloguing, OPAC, administration, indexing and abstracting services,

current awareness services and selective dissemination of information. The computer

based bibliographic database information system is developed to replace the traditional

card catalogues for identification and location of the information available in the library."
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Panigrahi, (2000) has mentioned "Information Technology became a major factor on the

library science. Automation is an evolutionary process; there have been several

developments in IT which may be characterized as revolutionary in terms of their actual

or potential efficiency. The library already heavily affected by computerization

networking and shrinking budgets, now faces critical choices as the future becomes

today".

Ellers, (1999) expressed that "information retrieval system is used to described the

predominantly, documentary retrieval systems which have been  the subject of most work

in information retrieval research Information retrieval is the finding and recall of

information from a store, earlier methods included comprehensive classification and

cataloguing, and searching database by various mechanical means electronic methods

have how generally replaced these system ,and  modern retrieval depends on searching

full text database and document supply via networks."

Wilson, (1998) has focused that "the situation changes when the information retrieval

tools ( catalogue and index) goes online, now the two separate files could be merged and

the single catalogue could tell you ,if not precisely where in space the book was at least

what its current status is . Then only the catalogue and index would come closer to being

able to do what it was supposed to do. The use of IT devices in the libraries have seen a

dramatic rise, information retrieval and information findings systems are increasingly

dependent  on electronic devices. IT devices like computer definitely speed up various

library routines."

Neavil, (1998) has stated that "information scientists or librarian must rethink over

traditional preparation of information retrieval technique. Traditional preparation of

catalogue and indexes now is replaced by IT. To exists in this competitive world the

library. Information scientists or cataloguer and its information seeker should do to enter

in the world of computer technologies, not only in cataloging but even the full text is

made possible now. For the first time in human history, it is possible to dissemination

written messages to a scattered audience with out reproducing the message in multiple

copies and distributing the copies across geographical space."
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Nyaichyai, (2006) has found that "the study would pressure over library authorities to

launch such program time and again. Computer bibliographic database, today, seems

more demanding and useful form of cataloguing. The reputation and need of card

catalogue was once as same as computer catalogue today. The scene and argument may

be another tomorrow. It means changes are inevitable. So thing must be a adopted

according to their relevancy and effectiveness"

There are numerous softwares that can be used in a library. Before adopting any software

specialist and information scientists must evaluate on its actual usefulness. One of the

software distributions soft-link Asia declared ‘our mission is to make information

retrieval or accessible to specialists, as well as common people or layman of society,

through effective employment of information technology in libraries or information

centers the epicenter of knowledge and information storage and dissemination center.

Most of the libraries or information centers in Nepal are using the different library

software such as MINISIS, MAITRAYEE, LIBSYS, SOUL, KOHA, ALICE, ATHEND,

MIDAS, LIBRA, LIMS and INFO_LIB etc. MINISIS is the most important library

automation software. It is developed by international development research center/ it can

handle all the major activities of the libraries and information centers like acquisition,

cataloguing, OPAC etc.

Vaidya, (2008) ‘SOUL is most preferable library software. It is developed by the

INFLIBNET center of UGC India for library automation having retrospective

conversions facility. Now soul is used in Kathmandu university libraries.’

Those software more effective for the information retrieve for information seeker those

software fulfill the fourth law of library and information science, as stated by

‘Ranganathan, it save the time of the professional or the information seekers and money

also. Those software through provide the exact information for the information seekers

and adds laurels to get the library professional image.

Many libraries in Nepal are using the UNESCO’s software CDS/ISIS and WINISIS more

popularly for the information retrieval and dissemination. It is because they are

distributed in free of cost and are easier to apply for both information seekers and
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professionals. Another strong reason behind is that it is taught by many library training

institutions and ever prescribed by Tribhuvan University Central Department of library

information and science in the course of study of MLISc (Nyaichyai, 2006). TUCL is the

largest old University library among the other university libraries in Nepal. TUCL has

installed CDS/ISIS software in 1993 for its bibliographic database creation and retrieval

with the financial and technical support from IDRC, Canada under Nepal automation

project. This software reduces manual information retrieval system and save the time,

money and efforts of the information users and library professionals. The total difference

between the two information retrieval methods conventional card or micro films on the

one side and online cataloguing and indexing on the other side is in access and display of

information and fast retrieve the exact information through the use of IT in cataloguing

and indexing. (Wilson, 1999) In the manual catalogue and index decision about access

take the form of decision about entries, main entry, added entry etc. But in the use IT

environment the notation of the entry is transformed(Wilson,1999) Searching keywords

or statements or age we might say that will retrieve a record are the use of IT in catalogue

and index analogs and equivalents of entries in manual form of catalogue and index. The

record for an item of information may be physically stored in just one place, but that one

place is not the items one entry, it is not an entry at all but the source of entries. The

question is arising of main and added entries become transformed into the question of

permissible search request, of the kind of instructions to technological equipment that

will make a particular appears.

Technologies, especially computers telecommunication technology have revolution the

field of library and information services. They facilitate collection development, storage,

organization, processing, analysis, presentation, communication and dissemination of

exact   information or data are provided for the information user. With the introduction of

new technology, libraries are expected to use various types of technology to provide

information, more quickly and in greater volume the before IT impact in library services.

There are several means of modern technology which brought in many services to

libraries so as to speed up their activities, they include:
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i. Tele communication Technology

ii. Email

iii. CD ROM technology library to library

- Cataloguing and indexing

- Public access catalogue etc

iv. Online retrieval services.

Online library catalogue provide the ability to search for in bibliographic records

including simple, author or title inquiries using a Boolean search. Online library

catalogue refers to online access point begin the same as those in a card catalogue. OPAC

was based on the source file used to create the bibliography. The source file was

compiled from existing bibliography card catalogues. Online library catalogue accessed

from over 50 terminals and PCs around the institute. The software has facilities are

mounting an alphabetic index on selected fields of each record. We identified a number

of approaches to the conversion which can be summarized thus, use an earlier compiled

accession list of materials available the manual system, scan all the documents and serials

and create entries from source. Maintenance of the access point files comprise.

i. Duplicating catalogue cards

ii. Preparation of authority files subject heading

iii. Sorting, checking and filing of catalogue cards

iv. Automatic generation of added entries

v. Generating the monthly accession list

vi. Developing centralized catalogue system

The format used for entering bibliographical detail is of AACR-II but the main entry is

rendered according to CCC  format since the software provides any sort of searching the

title coming as main entry is omitted, instead of the collaborator has got a prominent role.

Correcting and standardizing in under way. Online public access catalogue has more

points than card catalogue, namely, author, title, subject classification and call number.

And those access point through information retrieve.(Mouthy ,2001) Boolean search logic
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is used in most access system to specify combinations of terms to be linked to

synonymous and related terms in controlled vocabulary and with spelling variants and in

natural language searches. Those documents can be combined using a Boolean operator

‘AND’ ‘OR’ ‘NOT’ to retrieve the exact information of the collection. (Mouthy , 2001)

Cooper, (1996) explained Application of IT in cataloguing and indexing in retrieval

aspects on the online cataloguing and indexing  offer users multiple methods of locating

records and displaying the result of search. Such system usually has comprehensive help

or assistance features, with offer user’s guidance in system operation .

An online search means a search of a remotely located database through interactive

communication with the help of computer and communication channel. CD ROMs is one

of the online search systems. CD ROMs are the high density optical discs, physically

similar to the compact audio discs. Database in such need not be update quite frequently.

The search of the CD ROMs is carried out locally using search software supplied by the

supplier. Each CD ROM can store a huge amount of record. These optical discs store

information using a large to burn minute pits in the disc. The library association UK is an

example of an early information provider on CD ROM, with the library and information

science abstract on CD ROM
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Chapter III

FOCUS OF THE STUDY

3.1 Application of IT in Cataloguing and Indexing through information retrieval:

For information retrieval the new information technology is very useful. The cataloguing

and indexing are the gateway for information retrieval. From the ancient time different

types of catalogues have been in use. King Ashurbanipal of Assyria had a library with

catalogue in rolls form kept in the jars. After that there were different forms of catalogue

lick tablets, sheaf and the more recent and popular form is the card system (ILM, 2001)

The fifth law, of information science ‘Universe of information is ever growing’ is seen

applicable in many issues of library and its information retrieve. Similarly the collection

of the information of the library should also be increased time by time to be a good

library & information center. Due to the increasing nature of collection of the documents

in the library, it is difficult to retrieve and dissemination the library materials and needed

different ways, ideas and technique of retrieval and dissemination of library materials

with increase in collection of information first of all the problem of information retrieval

is most of the libraries. And due to lack of the time, money and space of the documents

retrieve and dissemination for the users and library professional face different problems

such as time, money and efforts and others which are the direct case of the manual

information retrieval technique.

Therefore, now information technology can be of considerable help in aiding and

improving recent cataloguing and indexing technique.

Information retrieval environment has changed significantly over the past few years due

to the convergence of IT in catalogue and index. The emergence of low cost electronic

networks has helped the users to retrieve or to communicate daily with other around the

world fast and inexpensively. Online catalogues has a potential in interactive information

retrieval tool for the library users. It is considered the library catalogue and index is first

and foremost as a searching aid for information users in the wider context of the total

library service. Networking has opened every library’s online catalogue and index to
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users anywhere and anytime, it is also important to pay careful attention in cataloguing

and indexing so that the local database reflects generally, accepted rules and procedures

with its consistency with other catalogues or index found through networking. The

emergence of IT and the need to contain costs with accuracy have changed library’s

technical processing, leading to new information technologies that have made users

important for quick access to library materials.

‘There is a rapid change in computer technology, of information retrieval and

dissemination on the libraries. The fourth generation computers will make use of big

integrated circuited for the information science. The developments will have immense

impact on the information storage and information retrieval and dissemination of

information in libraries.’ ( Malavya , 1999)

Application of IT has been steadily increasing in science and technology since the

Second World War. Most of the advanced countries of the world have made much

advance in this respect but Nepal has just made a little start in major libraries, but

especially in industry and business. The library Authorities and librarians have becoming

more aware of IT potential and usage It is hoped that their use in libraries will be

increased in the years to come in Nepal, through not at a rapid speed, especially because

of our socio-economic condition and the prohibitive of their installation and maintenance.

At the present time computerized cataloguing and indexing information is produced

almost exclusively by the few central online databases and bought by local libraries,

which enter any local records not already in the database as well as deriving records form

it.In implementing today’s online catalogues librarians have to make complex decisions

about catalogue and indexes users behavior and needs. Even apparently simple choices,

such as placing a subject search option before an author search option in an menu, can

have important implications for the users and librarians accustomed to the traditional

methods of information retrieval technique may find it very different to change from that

perspective to recognized new needs and opportunities facing information seekers of

online catalogues. (Krishna Gopal , 2000)

Application of IT in catalogue and indexes through information retrieval and

dissemination system developed the online catalogues and indexes potential as an
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interactive retrieval tool for the library and information center users. It sis  call to

consider the library catalogue  and indexes first and foremost as a searching aid for

information seekers in the wider context of the total library system. Computer technology

makes it possible for the details of any information of the documents to be entered into a

file at any point and then to be transmitted to a central data file from which other libraries

and information on centers can obtain details by means of telecommunication links or

networking of the all libraries. The revised Machine-Readable cataloguing project,

known since its revision in 1968 as MARC –II, demonstrates the process. Information

seekers find no difficulty in consulting such online catalogues and many prefer them to

the cumbersome form of cards in drawers.

3.1.1 On-line Public Access Catalogue (OPAC):

On-line Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) is a computerized online catalogue of the

materials held in a library. OPAC has created enormous changes in our library practices.

Furthermore, it has made the library files easily accessible to everyone by breaking the

physical boundaries of the library itself. A Database of bibliographic records describes

the holdings usually of one particular library. It allows searching by name, title, and

subject and offers online access through public terminals. OPAC was based on the source

file used to create to bibliography. The source file was compiled from existing

bibliography card catalogue. OPAC accessed from over 50 terminals and PCs around the

institute.

Online catalogues were developed in the late 1970s and since then have become widely

accepted as the contemporary form of catalogue in the developed world. Since the mid

1980s OPAC has replaced the card catalogue and index in the most libraries. Since the

mid 1990s, character based OPAC interfaces are being replaced by web based interfaces.

OPAC are often part of an integrated library system. OPAC have enhanced usability over

traditional card formats because:

i. The online catalogue does not need to be sorted statically; the user can choose

author, title, keywords or systematic order dynamically.
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ii. Most online catalogue offer a search facility for any word of the title, the goal of

the grammatical word order is reached even better.

iii. Many online catalogues allows links between several variants of an author name,

so, authors can be found both under the original and the standardized name.

OPAC database have facilitated continuous updating with mended entries, being

available to the user as soon as they input and ret retrieval of information. The JANET,

joint Academic Network, for example provides access to a number of the online public

access catalogues of academic libraries in the UK started from 1984. DELNET is another

example of OPAC in Delhi

3.1.2 Machine-Readable Catalogue (MARC):

MARC is acronym, used in the fields of library & information science that stands for

Machine-Readable Catalogue. The MARC standards consist of the MARC formats,

which are standard for the representation and communication of bibliographic and related

information in Machine Readable form and related documentation. It define a

bibliographic data format that was developed by Henrietta Avram at the united states

library of congress led initiative that begin in the 1960s it provides the protocols which

computer exchange, use and interpreters bibliographic information. Its data elements

make up the foundation of most library catalogues used today.

Hence one of the formats of cataloguing permits inputs and storage for manipulation in a

computer. Access may be online or offline. Online system is linked directly with the

computer. Which can be used immediately for processing and searching information?

Result are displayed on a screen or visual display and may also be output to disc or

printed in hardcopy.  Offline relates to operation without direct and continuous

communication with the remote computer. The content of data elements in MARC

records is defined by standards outside the formats such as AACR-II, L.C. Subject

headings and MeSH.

The future of the MARC formats is a matter of some debate in the world wide library and

information science community. On the one hand the storage formats are quite complex

and are based on outdated technology on the other, there is no alternative bibliographic
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format with the equivalent degree of granularity. MARC bibliographic records describe

the intellectual and physical characteristics of bibliographic resources. MARC records

describing a service providing Agency or it means information retrieval and

dissemination agency. MARC holdings records providing copy-specific information on

library and information resource.

MARC 21 is a result of the combination of the United States and Canadian MARC

formats. MARC21 is based on the ANSI standard z39.2, which allows users of different

software products to communicate with each other and to exchange data. MARC21 was

designed to redefine the original MARC records format for the 21st century and top make

it more accessible to the international community. It is the best technique of information

retrieval and dissemination of the collection use of the modern information technology in

the world.

Evolution of MARC: As mentioned above the technique of information retrieval and

dissemination through the use of IT MARC. It was emergence of information exchange

nationwide or worldwide and over seas as well. MARC I and MARC II had been tested

and widely used then in 1960s. Changes the process followed MARC from MARC I to

MARC 21. Various versions have been  using in the world like USMARC, UNIMARC,

UKMARC, CMARC, INTERMARC, KORMARC, MARCBN and so on.This system is

no longer confined to UK and USA where it was initially. Many countries, including

Australia, Canada, France, India and Nepal etc., have agreed to work to the same MARC

format standard.
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Here a MARC Format of Liverpool polytechnic is given for example:

Liverpool Polytechnic

School of Information Science and Technology

MARC FORMAT CATALOGUE SHEET

ISBN  021 021 00 $a 0340058099#

Accession number   029 029 00 $a 17643#

Personal author or

responsible body

1000

100 10 $a Sommerfelt $h Alf#

Uniform title 240

Title  245 245 10 $a Norwegian $b a took of self-

instruction in the Norwegian Rksmal $d Alf

Sommerfelt #

Edition   250 250 00 $a New ed. $Complany rev.and

enlarged by Ingvald Narm#

Publication  details 260 260 00 $a London $c Hodder ani Stoughton

$c 1967#

Physical description 260 300 00 $a xiv, 281p.$c 18 cm #

Series  400 440 00 $a Teach yourself books#

Library holdings  998 998 00 $a 01:  H01 #
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MARC is more popular and important of the information retrieve of collection of the

library. Now MARC speeds its   influence across the whole spectrum of library activity;

including selection, ordering, cataloging, information retrieval, production of

bibliographic etc. Marc can now be accessed online services.

3.1.3 CDS/ISIS –CCF:

UNESCO through the information and information division and its predecessors

including the general information programmer has as part of its remit the promotion of

library and information services and systems. The UNISIST Reference manual was

devised as an international standard format for the exchange of data between abstracting

and indexing services on the lines of the MARC formats, which had been developed by

national libraries. This was followed by the CCF (Common Communication Format)

which is now available for factual data and bibliographic data. At the same time IFLA

has developed UNIMARC, an international format which enables exchange between

users of different national formats.

CDS/ISIS is designed for information retrieval of textual data. It can be used for library

catalogue databases, databases of other kinds of bibliographic reference or for any kind of

reference database such as directories. In this software is mostly used in the fields of

libraries and information centers. This software is very user friendliness of the

information retrieval of the total collection and use of modern technology and techniques.

3.1.4 Standardization of the library software:

Evolution of MARC is noticed, the Standardization of bibliographic record is formidable

issue. The MARC standards consist of the MARC formats, which are standards for the

representation and communication of bibliographic and related information. Hence it is

said that standardization is a key element in the British Library cataloguing strategy.

Standardization of database format and even equipment is must for achieving universally

available online catalogue.
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A standardized format for machine readable data has provided an opportunity for the

sharing of cataloguing and indexing activities, for the exchange of bibliographic records

and for vastly increased co-operation possibilities. The effective use of new technology

can help to improve the qualities of libraries professional.

AACR 2 is a major international standard for the catalogue of all types of material

collection by general libraries. AACR 2 is designed for use in the construction of

catalogues and other list in general libraries of all sizes. AACR 2 has been adopted in full

or in part by many other countries around the world.

The rules cover the description of the provision of access points for all library collection

of information commonly collected at the present time. A number of continuing issues

affecting implementation of AACR have been compounded in recent years by the fast

moving pace of Information Technology development and it impacts on publication

patterns. In future the known card catalogue will not be the major focal point in gaining

access to information. These may not be an AACR III. The next general cataloguing code

will be a manual on how to create MARC records for the national On-line network. The

time will come, and then the composition, publishing and retrieval of information will be

done electronically through on-line system.

3.2 Application of IT in Catalogue & Indexing in Nepal and its Implementation:

In the Nepalese context at the level of normal area the awareness of information

technology including the use of computers is not considered seriously. There is

misunderstanding about the computerized technology and negative approach towards this

technology. The new generation is willing to use new information technology but there

are various difficulties like paucity of funds. Moreover the staff concerned has a negative

approach with a view to avoid responsibilities of additional work. Most of the libraries

have purchased the computers but they are not using the same for office or library

purpose. Therefore, we get acquainted with this new technology the information

technology should get a proper place education including library activities also. In Nepal

AACR II rules for cataloguing are adopted by different libraries. On international level
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there is UNIMARC followed by various countries. According to definite efforts be made

in developing Nepalese MARC. This presumes uniformity in rules adopted for

cataloguing to ensure compatibility, which in turn will facilities Union catalogue, online

catalogues and network of information centers. At present time, on one hand numbers of

packages have been developed as per the needs of single institution and on the other hand

many libraries are using CDS/ISIS package, which is very useful and packed by

UNESCO. Some efforts are made by users of this package to create uniformity which is a

step in right direction.

The provision of cataloguing and indexing in computerized represent the devotion of

library to be systematic and responsible towards users and information itself. These kinds

of haphazard condition are not every where in but remains in most of the libraries of

Nepal. In this circumstance the study is made  so that it could a rouse interest on  IT in

cataloguing indicate need of computerized cataloguing and indexing and assists  deciding

what cataloguing system is more preferable. Hence the study has made well mechanized

and use of IT in catalogue and indexes of some selected libraries of Kathmandu valley.

Four different libraries are taken for case studies; they use different techniques of

information retrieval and dissemination in their libraries’ collections. Those libraries have

used different types of software for the information manage, processing, retrieval and

dissemination for the information users and professional. TUCL is the leading library of

Nepal; and has used the library software CDS/ISIS. Kathmandu University School of

Managements Library is one of the most popular private libraries in the Kathmandu

valley. This library provides well known and advance library services for the information

users. Social Science Baha library is one of the special libraries for the social science.

This library provides the good services for the special information users for the special

subject. ICIMOD library is another special library in the fields of mountains and its

research within Nepal.
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3.3 Development in form of computerized catalogues & indexes in Nepal:

Today, change with the extremely rapid developments that have taken place in the last

decades of 20th century, a vast number of libraries all over the world are applying the

computer to cataloguing or other libraries process. Centralized computerized services are

available and the network has become the norm but not exactly in the context of Nepal.

Except of foreign libraries, 90 % of the Nepalese libraries have been using UNESCO’s

free library software WINISIS or CDS/ISIS. It is useful mostly for bibliographic details

and not for all other house keeping services. TUCL and KUSOML have been using

CDS/ISIS and SOUL and they have kept bibliographical database in their website for

online public access.

Most of the libraries manages software are being used in Nepal such as SOUL in

Kathmandu University. Web based cataloguing and indexing in TUCL, KUSOML and

Social Science Baha library used for information retrieval aspect.LIBRA is used some

college libraries and also used parliamentary library and Supreme Court library.

(Pangeni, 2008)

Despite widespread use of IT and the fact that a number of libraries provide online

access, a great change many catalogues and indexes in traditional format such as card

catalogue is being replaced by computerized cataloguing and indexing. At the present

time, therefore the best of computerized cataloguing and indexing form would need to

process as many as possible of the following attributes:

i. It  prompt dissemination of information

ii. Filtering of information

iii. It must be easy to use

iv. It must be easy to keep up to date

v. The right amount of information at the right time

vi. Its retrieve information is the desired form

vii. Its access to other information system

viii. Personal help (Chaudhury,1999)
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For promptly and effective retrieval of information, computer and automation is essential.

The libraries given above have their databases for bibliographical records of the

documents they have and for effective services to users.

3.3.1 Application of IT in Cataloguing and indexing of TUCL

Tribhuvan University Central Library (TUCL) established along with the University in

1959. It is the largest library in Nepal, has total collection of more then 3, 25,000

volumes of documents. It serves various types of users. Most of the documents are

catalogued and indexed in AACR format. In the library electronic databases is put in

online for local users as a computerized bibliographic database which is can be retrieved

with 5 different terminals while searching the bibliographic information. ‘TUCL has

started its electronic database from 1993. CDS/ISIS and WINISIS software are used for

electronic database, under Nepal Automation Project Through initiation of IDRC,

Canada. The library has also providing Internet and email services to the users.

Information Technology use cataloguing &andindexing which are the most important

information retrieval tools to browse the exact information from the collection of the

documents

3.3.1.1 Objectives of TUCL:

i. To fulfill the teaching and research needs of the University.

ii. To provide materials both in conventional and e-formats and furnish an
environment conductive to study & research.

iii. To encourage membership and promote information literacy, readership and life
long learning.

iv. To promote resource sharing, networking and exchange of databases.

v. To help develop libraries and promote standards, guidelines and best practices.

vi. To promote professional expertise in information management and conduct
trainings in librarianship

3.3.1.2 Functions of TUCL

i. Development and Organization of Collection

ii. Creation and maintenance of computerized bibliographic databases

iii. Provision of modern library and information services
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iv. Development of linkages / networking for resource sharing

v. Participation in various, seminars, workshops

vi. Library Orientation

vii. Books Display

viii. Group Discussion, etc.

3.3.2.3 Resources of TUCL:

The TUCL has been able to develop a good collection covering all disciplines of the

University faculties through purchase, gift, denotation, exchange and permanent loan. It

has both:  Conventional and Electronic resources. The conventional resource consists 3,

25,000 of volumes of books, documents, journals, etc.  TUCL receive books and

periodicals through purchase and gift. Beside printed materials, the library has also

acquired non-books materials like audio books and videocassettes, CD database, etc. and

all these have been arrange in the A/V section. The collection of general section is kept

for issue. Special collections are provided for internal use only. The readers are not

allowed to borrow the documents from the special collection section. The special

collections are as follows:

i. Nepal Collection.

ii. Nepali Research Journal Collection

iii. Manuscript Collection

iv. Textbook Collection

v. Dissertation & Thesis Collection

vi. American studies collection

vii. Japanese Studies collection

viii. References collection

ix. ISBN collection, etc.

Regarding electronic resources, it has online access to a vast treasure of scholarly journal,

literature, etc in various disciplines through international online database: like JSTOR &

AGORA, Blackwell Synergy, EBSCO, EMERALD and Oxford University Press through

PERI.. Further, the library is connected to DELNET, Delhi that provides access to
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bibliographic records and inter-library loan service to its users. NEPJOL is also available

in the library

3.3.1.4 Services and Products of TUCL:

The TUCL attempts to satisfy its users mostly by providing pinpointed information

search service in any discipline at least at a time. It renders a wide range of services such

as user's education / guides; information search; downloading; printing and CD burning

of required articles; references, CAS, CCS, SDI, inter-library loan, Computerized

Retrieval Service,  Internet Service, E-Mail Service, User Education service and Press

Clipping services.

3.3.1.5 Standards and Tools of TUCL:

The TUCL has been using following standards and tools:

i. DDC 16th -DDC 22nd for classification

ii. AACR I - II for cataloguing

iii. Macro thesaurus for information processing.

iv. Library of Congress Subject Heading 23rd ed.  For subject indexing.

v. Local Authority List of Subject Descriptors compiled by selecting necessary

Keywords from the very books / documents included in the database for in-

depth subject indexing.

vi. Reference Manual for Data Entry specially prepared for creating

computerized bibliographic database

vii. TUCL bibliographic Data input sheets for data entry

viii. CDS/ISIS Software for database designing, organization and management.

3.3.1.6 Database of TUCL:

Since 1995 the library has maintained TUCL Master Database of the document processed
by the library to allow searching for their material at computer terminals in different
location. A database of 43,000 documents can be accessed from the library' home pager
www.tucl.org.np as well as internal networks.

i. ISBN database.

ii. Article database

iii. Tribhuvan University Archive database

iv. Audio Visual Materials database
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Information Technology Unit: Since July 2002 this unit has been providing the following
services:

i. Search service from the TUCL database

ii. E-mail and Internet services @100/- for 10 hrs

iii. Full text database

iv. Website database

v. Services from the CD-ROM

vi. Services for  blind user  audio-cassettes

vii. Online access to some databases etc.

viii. Other PERI and NEPJOL

3.3.2 Application of IT in Cataloguing and indexing of Social Science Baha Library

(SSBL):

Social Science Baha library established 2002 & formally opened to the public in Oct 31st

2003 is one of the milestones in the history of the library and information services in

Nepal. It is a reference library with a closed access system. The library having so

melodious and a unique name, which was situated at historical city Patan Dhoka has

recently shifted at the Ramchandra Marg Battisputali, Kathmandu. This is the special

library of social science. These types of library are rarely found in Nepal. Hence it is

really important for all social science students, professor and researchers too. The Social

Science Baha’s major priority for now is the development of a well stocked and

efficiently managed social science library.

3.3.2.1 Objectives of SSBL:

i. To ensure efficient library and information services vital for the quality research

& development activities that contribute to the development of the Nepalese

society as a whole by capturing and organizing relevant information / knowledge

resource in conventional and electronic formats not easily available elsewhere in

Nepal.
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ii. To cater information needs of students, teachers, and researchers, scholars and

other professionals engaged in study, teaching and research activities in the fields

of Social Science

3.3.2.2 Functions of SSBL:

SSBL carries out various functions:

i. Development and Organization of Collection

ii. Creation and maintenance of computerized bibliographic databases

iii. Provision of modern library and information services

iv. Development of linkages / networking for resource sharing

v. Participation in various, seminars, workshops, etc.

3.3.2.3 Resources of SSBL:

The SSBL has been able to develop a good collection covering almost all disciplines of

Social Sciences through purchase, gift and permanent loan. It has both: Conventional and

Electronic resources. The conventional resource consists of 23099 volumes of books,

documents, journals, etc. Among them some are very rare and classic not easily available

in other Nepalese libraries. Most of them are in English but some are in Nepali, Newari,

Hindi, Sanskrit, etc. There are three bibliographic databases for accessing the available

resources: i. Books, documents, reports, etc, ii. Journals  iii. Journal articles.  Regarding

electronic resources, it has online access to a vast treasure of scholarly journal literature

in various disciplines through international online database: like JSTOR & AGORA,

Blackwell Synergy, EBSCO, EMERALD and Oxford University Press through PERI.

Further, the library is connected to DELNET, Delhi that provides access to bibliographic

records and inter-library loan service to its users.

3.3.2.4 Services and Products of SSBL:

The SSBL attempts to satisfy its users most by providing pinpointed information search

service in any discipline at least time. It renders a wide range of services such as user's

education / guides; information search; downloading; printing and CD burning of

required articles; reference, CAS, CCS, SDI, inter-library loan from DELNET, etc.

services.
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3.3.2.5 Standards and Tools of SSBL:

The SSBL has been using following standards and tools:

i. DDC 21st for classification

ii. AACR II for cataloguing

iii. Macro thesaurus for information processing in the field of economic and Social
Development, 5th ed. 1998 and other popular thesauri / subject heading list such
as: UNBIS Thesaurus, POPIN Thesaurus, etc.

iv. Library of Congress Subject Heading 23rd ed. 2000 for subject indexing.

v. Local Authority List of Subject Descriptors compiled by selecting necessary
Keywords from the very books / documents included in the database for in-depth
subject indexing.

vi. Reference Manual for Data Entry specially prepared for creating computerized
bibliographic database

vii. SSBL bibliographic Data input sheets for data entry

viii. CDS/ISIS Software 3.08 Version 1997 for database designing, organization and
management.

3.3.2.6 Database of SBBL

Database with sufficient subject headings and keywords have made easier to retrieve the

exact documents through the IT. All together about 17091 records documents put in a

database. Those types of documents are following:

i. Book, documents etc. 14757

ii. Journal 513

iii. Journal Article 1354

iv. And George Varughese 467

Email address of SSBL: baha@himalassociation.org

: library_soscbaha@himalassociation.org

3.3.3 Application of IT in Cataloguing and indexing of KUSOML:

Kathmandu University School of Management library is one of private university

library. The library has huge collection of  information which are arranged systematically

and are disseminated through the computerized cataloguing and indexing with using the
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software, SOUL. Users can find required information at the location given in the

computer bibliographic records database. In computerized bibliographic records

additional subjects or key words are provided for the information users.

3.3.3.1 Objectives of KUSOML:

i. To promote resource sharing, networking and exchange of databases.

ii. To fulfill the teaching and research needs of the University

iii. To help develop libraries and promote standards, guidelines and best practices

3.3.3.2 Functions of KUSOML:

i. Development and Organization of Collection

ii. Creation and maintenance of computerized bibliographic databases

iii. Provision of modern library and information services

iv. Development of linkages / networking for resource sharing

3.3.3.3 Resources of KUSOML:

The KUSOML has been able to develop a good collection covering almost all disciplines

of Kathmandu University through purchase, gift & exchange and permanent loan.  The

total collections of the documents are records put in the bibliographic database or online

databases, 10,000 volumes of books, documents, journals, etc. Regarding electronic

resources, it has online access to a vast treasure of scholarly journal literature in various

disciplines through international online database: like JSTOR & AGORA, Blackwell

Synergy, EBSCO, EMERALD and Oxford University Press through PERI

3.3.3.4 Services and Products of KUSOML:

The KUSOML attempts to satisfy its users most by providing pinpointed information
search service in any discipline at least time.

i. User's education / guides.

ii. Information search

iii. Downloading

iv. Printing and CD burning of required articles.

v. Reference
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vi. Current Content services (CCS); Current Awareness Services (CAS);
Selective dissemination of information (SDI);

vii. Local database search services & Inter-library loan, etc.

3.3.3.5 Standards and Tools of KUSOML:

The KUSOML has been using following standards and tools:

i. DDC 21st for classification

ii. AACR II for cataloguing

iii. Macro thesaurus.

iv. Subject heading list.

v. Library of Congress Subject Heading 23rd ed. for subject indexing.

vi. Local Authority List

vii. Bibliographic Data input sheets for data entry

viii. SOUL library software is using for database designing, organization and
management.

3.3.4 Application of IT in Cataloguing and indexing of ICIMOD Library:

ICIMOD established in 1983, is located at Khumaltar, Lalitpur, an independent regional

knowledge, learning and enabling centre which is serving the eight regional member

countries of Himalayan region. From the very beginning of the establishment it had its

own library to assist the researcher, students, professional of same fields’ staff and others.

3.3.4.1 Objective of ICIMODL:

i. To enable and facilitate the equitable and sustainable well -being of the people of

the Hindu Kush- Himalayas by supporting sustainable mountain development

through active regional cooperation.

3.3.4.2 Functions of ICIMODL:

i. Development and Organization of Collection of ICIMOD.

ii. Creation and maintenance of computerized bibliographic databases
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iii. Provision of modern library and information services

iv. Development of linkages / networking for resource sharing

3.3.4.3 Resources of ICIMODL

The ICIMODL has been able to develop a good collection covering related material of

Mountains development, through purchase, and permanent loan. The conventional

resource consists of 20,000 volumes of books, documents, journals, etc. Now ICIMODL

Started documents put into digital format. Regarding electronic resources, it has online

access to a vast treasure of scholarly journal literature in special field of Mountain

development through international online database: like JSTOR, AGORA, Blackwell

Synergy, EBSCO, EMERALD and Oxford University Press through PERI

3.3.3.4 Services and Products of ICIMODL:

The ICIMODL attempts to satisfy its users most by providing pinpointed information

search service in special related documents at least time.

i. Full-text search service

ii. Information search

iii. Downloading

iv. Printing and CD burning of required articles.

v. Current Content services (CCS); Current Awareness Services (CAS);

Selective dissemination of information (SDI);

vi. Local database search services & Inter-library loan, etc.

3.3.3.5 Standards and Tools of ICIMODL:

The ICIMODL has been using following standards and tools:

i. DDC 21st for classification

ii. AACR II for cataloguing

iii. Macro thesaurus for information processing in the field of  Mountain

Development

iv. AGROVOC for using Subject heading.
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v. Local Authority List

vi. Bibliographic Data input sheets for data entry

vii. CDS/ISIS library software is using for database designing, organization and

management.

ICIMOD books -online provides direct access to all ICIMOD technical and scientific

publications. It holds Full- text and chapter- wise download options for publications

published from 2000 onwards and some selected earlier publications, and table of

contents download and pdf request options for earlier publications. There is a link for

ordering hard copies. ICIMOD books online can be searched using full-text contents,

title, year of publication, keywords, language, author and broad subjects.  If you are

looking for a specific book, use advanced search options. Combine multiple entries to

make the result more precise. The search format is 'AND', only results showing all the

selected entries will be shown. Enter as many words as you need to define the topic, only

entries including all words anywhere in the book will be displayed. ICIMODL has well

organized for the information retrieve and systematically to retrieve of information for

the users easily, through the IT in cataloguing & indexing. And used the library software

CDS/ISIS, users can find required information at the location given in the computer

bibliographic records. In computerized bibliographic records additional subject or

keywords or terms are provides for the information users. And it's email address and

website is www.icimod.org./library

3.4 Database with the different library software:

A general term for numerically encoded information particularly used for information

stored in a database. An organization of data files having information or reference

materials on a particular subject or subject is in general called database. It is typically

structure so that heading or keywords can be referenced easily, which permits efficient

and simple accesses to and retrieval of every field of records. A database might contain

bibliographic data, or numerical or statistical material etc. It might be assembled for

personal or corporate use, but can also be assembled to be marketed commercially. Data

is generally structured so that it can be sought and retrieved information automatically.
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The use of computer for information retrieval has taken place at two levels, within the

library itself in the creation of local databases for in-house use and through publicly

available databases. The former, often based on text retrieval software or database

management system, has predominated in special libraries, where details records of

stocks and their content are required.

Computer users create a database by entering information one into more file. Each file

consists of so many records. Each record, piece of information concerning item in a

library is online cataloguing and indexing the items are the documents. ( World book

encyclopedia ,1997) Those softwares are SOUL, ALICE, LIB-INFO, LIBRA, MIDAS,

LMS and UNESCO software CDS/ISIS are used for database entry. For retrieval

purpose, computer terminals are located in the general collection section. When we have

completed to prepare a database in those softwares, there will compulsorily and

automatically be prepared so many files coherently: Field definition table, Field select

table and print format etc.

3.5 Characteristics of the library software:

i. Data base

ii. Authority control

iii. Access points

iv. Boolean operator

v. Backup system and card removal etc.

Form the user point of view, the facility to search the various aspects of library

determines the quality of software. LIBSYS supports wide range of searches including

author, title, subject, keywords etc. The online catalogue will provide readers with access

to records for most of the stock held in the ISIBC (Indian Statistical institute, Bangalore

Centre) library. Online catalogue is constructed in three levels: a) Data Server; b) User

Server; c) PC Client.
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Chapter IV

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research is essentially a systematic inquiry and organized effort to investigate a specific

problem that needs a solution. Research has become an important aspect of human

activity. It is through research that knowledge grows and develops. It also enables man to

find solution to his problems and resolve conflicts. It generates new idea, knowledge

which can be used for different purpose. It builds a theory, develop policies behaviors,

support decision making and solve problems. The term research is also used to describe a

collection of information on a specific topic. So, the use of technique for research is

known as research methodology. For the study ‘Application of IT in cataloguing and

indexing’ the researcher visited the four libraries in Kathmandu valley. On the basis of

collected data from libraries the research is carried out.

4.1 Research Design:

A research Design is strategy for the collection of information or data. It comprehends to

make a planned sequence of the entire process involved of a fruitful problem. The design

may be a specific presentation of the various steps in the research process. So research

design is conceptual structure within which the research is conducted. In case of this

study, the researcher visited and observed that the libraries used various types of

software. These softwares are CDS/ISIS, LIB_INFO, MIDAS, ALICE, SOUL etc., the

above mentioned  software are user friendly and information of the libraries collections

could be easily retrieve using these software.

4.2 Population:

The population of study is different libraries that are using application of IT in

cataloguing and indexing and its retrieval aspects inside the Kathmandu valley. The

libraries are TUCL Kirtipur, ICIMODL, KUSOML and SSBL. TUCL (Tribhuvan

University Central Library) and KUSOML (Kathmandu University School of

Management Library) are University libraries. TUCL is being the oldest and largest

academic libraries of Nepal. KUSOML is also an academic library. These two libraries
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are reputed for their advanced collection and up to date information services which is

avail to the users.

Similarly SSBL (Social Science Baha Library) and ICIMODL (International Center for

Integrated Mountain Development Library) are special as well as research oriented

libraries. SSBL mostly cater to the needs of Social Scientists and researchers. ICIMODL

focus for the development of Mountain ecosystem in Hindu- Kush and the Himalayan.

The librarian or library professionals and users of the four mentioned libraries comprise

the population of the study.

4.3 Sampling Procedures:

For the study, the researcher prepared two set of questionnaire one for the librarians

(Library Professionals) and other for the information users. The questionnaire was

prepared keeping in mind the information retrieval aspect using information technology

in terms of cataloguing and indexing. So it was planned to distribute the questionnaire to

the library professional and the information users to finds out more reliable result. So it

was decided to take sample more then 25% of the total population.

In order to collect the needed information the researcher resort to simple random

technique. Four established libraries in Kathmandu Valley were being approached to

collect the information. These libraries are

i. Tribhuvan University Central Library (TUCL)

ii. Kathmandu University School of Management Library(KUSOML)

iii. ICIMOD Library

iv. Social Science Baha library(SSBL)

The researcher personally paid a visit to the respected libraries personally and distributed

the questionnaire to the information users and library professional. The sample technique

was random.

4.4 Data collection procedure

The researcher prepared the questionnaire to collect data relating to the subject topic.

Two sets of questionnaires were prepared; one was for the librarians (library
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professionals) and other for the users. The questionnaire for the library professionals and

users comprise of 19 & 16 questions respectively. Both the questionnaires were

structured as closed and open ended questions. The researcher paid a visit to the

respective libraries and personally distributed the Questionnaire to the library

professionals and users.

Altogether 110 questionnaires were distributed to the respondents. After a stipulated

period only 100 questionnaires were submitted to the researcher. Out of the 100

respondents, 75 were from users and 25 were library professionals.

Library wise, in TUCL 60 questionnaire were distributed out of which 55 questionnaires

were returned by the respondents within 5 days. In KUSOML 15 questionnaires were

distributed within 2 days, 14 questionnaires were returned by the respondents. In

ICIMODL 10 questionnaires were distributed 9 were returned within 5 days. In SSBL 25

questionnaires were distributed, 22 were returned within 2 days. The sample of the

questionnaire distributed to the information users and library professionals (respondents)

are attached in annex no. 22-23.

4.5 Data Analysis Procedure:

The data from the questionnaire was collected, edited, coded, tabulated and classified for

analysis. The data from both respondents was analysis manually. The results of the

analyzed data were presented in the different form of tabulation and graphical,

diagrammatical representation. Finally relating to the findings, conclusions were drawn.

Testing of Hypothesis:

Hypothesis means the assumption or quantities statement of the population parameter

which may be true or false. In order to make proper decision about the quantitative

statement of the population, testing of hypotheses technique is used. The technique of

hypothesis is carried out by using sample information.

Testing of hypothesis is one of the most important aspects of the theory of decision

making. It consists of decision rules required for drawing probabilities inference about

the population parameters. It often involves deciding at any given point of time whether a
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given population parameters is the same as before, as claimed or has changed. A

quantitative statement about the population parameter is called hypothesis.

Hypothesis testing means to test some hypothesis about total population from which the

sample is drawn. Chi square test is applied in the research works.

Chi square test:

The X2 is origins of Greek letter X2 are one of the simplest and most widely used non-

parametric tests in statistical works. The test was given by Karl Pearson in 1990. The

quantities of Chi square describe the magnitude of the discrepancy between theory and

observation. It is defined as,

X2 obs = (O r c - E r c) 2
÷ E r c

O value indicated to the Observed frequencies and E value indicated to the Expected

frequencies. (Sthapit, 2003)

The hypothesis was tested on the basis of the principal of test of independence of

attributes. The Chi square test is used to see that the principles of classification of

attributes are independent. In this test the attributes are classified into a table. Observed

frequencies in each cell are known as cell frequency. The total frequency is each row or

column of the two way contingency table is known as marginal frequency. This test

shows whether there is any associated or relationship between two or more attributes.

(Joshi, 2003) Null hypothesis were statically tested by applying chi-square test. This test

is included in the annex. 1-2
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Chapter V

ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION

Data are collected from four different libraries namely: Tribhuvan University Central

Library (TUCL), Kathmandu University School of Management Library (KUSOML),

ICIMOD Library and Social Science Baha Library (SSBL). Though they were four

different libraries situated in Kathmandu valley, both information users and library

professionals responded within a time frame. Different types of responses were found on

the way of data collection in the form of the questionnaires distributed in different types

of libraries’ premises. All together 100 respondents out of 110 respondents returned

questionnaires with answers. The responses found for the questionnaires are presented in

the form of table and than the tabulated data are presented diagrammatically in the form

of bar diagram, pie chart. It is hoped that those figure sufficiently and correctly

represented those all responses and they are classified into two groups, namely library

professional responses (25) and information user responses (75).

The libraries taken for the data collection in the research study and total number of

responses collected from the researcher is given the form of the table as well as bar

diagram and pie chart given below.

5.1 Number of Collected responses from different libraries

Table no. 2

Number of collected responses from different libraries

Name of the

library

No. of the collected responses Percentage

TUCL 55 55%

KUSOML 14 14%

SSBL 22 22%

ICIMOD 9 9%

Total 100 !00%

Source: - Data collection from Questionnaire
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The above table no.2 clearly represents the no. of collected responses from different

libraries and percentage of the total. Out of the total libraries and information centers,

total no. of collected responses is hundred.

Figure 1 Percentage responses collected from different libraries
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Similarly, the bar diagram and pie chart represents the percentage of the responses

collected from each individual library and information centers from total responses

collected i.e. 100. Among the total 100 numbers of responses, 55% are taken from

TUCL, 14% from KUSOML, 22% taken from SSBL and 9% from ICIMODL.
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5.2 Library Professional (Staff) 25 responses

Table no. 3 Total numbers of responses of library professionals

No of Libraries Number of the collected response Percentage

TUCL 12 48%

KUSOML 5 20%

SSBL 4 16%

ICIMODL 4 16%

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from Questionnaire

The above table no. 3 shows total number of responses from library professionals, 48%

responses from TUCL, 20% response from KUSOML, 16% response from SSBL, and

16% response from ICIMODL are collected.

Figure 3

Total responses are 25 collected from library professional of each library.
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Table no. 4: Prepare the automate catalogue and index

Prepare the automate catalogue & index No of Response Percentage

Yes 24 96%

No 1 4%

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from Questionnaire
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Figure no.4

The response found for the question no. 1 is represented above in the form of table and

pie chart which shows all the libraries have prepared the automated catalogue and index,

because 96% response given is ’Yes’ and 4% response given is ‘No’.

Table no. 5: catalogue code using in the different library

catalogue code using in the different

library

No of

response

Percentage

AACR I 12 48%

AACR II 13 52%

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from Questionnaire

P repare the automated catalogue &
index
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No
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Figure no. 5: catalogue code using in the different library

The above table no. 5 as well as the figure no. 5 represents catalogue code using in the

different libraries, 52% response given is for AACR II catalogue code and 48% response

given for AACR I catalogue code. Therefore, most of the libraries are using the AACR II

catalogue code.

Table no. 6: Investment for the establishment automated catalogue and index

Investment for the establishment automated catalogue

& index

No. of

response

Percentage

Up to Rs. 10,000 0 0

More than Rs 20,000 0 0

More than Rs 30,000 0 0

More than Rs 50,000 25 100%

Total 25 100%

Source: - data collection from questionnaire
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Similarly the above table no. 6 represents the response found for the question no. 2: The

Investment for the establishment automated catalogue and index. 100% response for the

investment for the establishment automated catalogue and index has cost of more than Rs

5,000.00

Figure no. 6

Similarly, this pie chart shows above table no. 6 presentation.

Table no. 7: Automated catalogue and index exists

Automated catalogue and index

exists

No. of response Percentage

Up to 5 years 2 8%

More than 10 years 5 20%

More than 15 years 3 12%

Depend on the standard of

software

15 60%

Total 25 100%

Source:- Data collection from Questionnaire

Inves tment for the es tablis hment
automated catalogue & index

More than R s
50,000
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Figure no 7: Automated catalogue and index exists

The above table no. 7 as well as figure no. 7 clearly shows the existence of the automated

catalogue and index in different libraries. Out of total, 60% response given is for depend

on the standard of software in the library, 20% response given is more than 10 years ,

12% response for more than 15 years, and 8% responses is for up to 5 years.

Table no. 8: Bibliographic database in the library computers

Bibliographic database in the library

computers

No. of

response

Percentage

Yes 25 100%

No 0 0

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire
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Figure no 8

The above table no. 8 as well as figure no. 8 shows that the number of different libraries

have bibliographic database in the library computers. The response found for question no.

4 is presented above in the  form of table and figure which represent all the libraries have

bibliographic database in the library computer, because 100% response given is ‘Yes’.

Table no. 9:  Satisfied users using advance IT tools for Information retrieval

Satisfied using advance IT tools for Information

retrieval

No. of response Percentage

Yes 25 100%

No 0 0

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire

Figure no. 9

S atis fied us ing advance IT  tools
for Information retrieval

Y es

No
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The response found for question no. 5 is represented in the above table no. 9 as well as in

the above figure no. 9  which shows all the library users are satisfied using advance IT

tools for information retrieval, because 100% response given is ‘Yes’.

Table no. 10: Tools, satisfied using advance IT for Information retrieval

Tools, satisfied using advance IT for Information

retrieval

No. of response Percentage

Automated Catalogue 5 20%

Automated Index 20 80%

Both 0 0

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire

Figure no. 10: Tools, satisfied using advance IT for Information retrieval
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The above table no. 10 as well as the figure no. 10 clearly represents the number of

collected response from different libraries and information centers. The library

professional are satisfied using advance IT tools for information dissemination. 20%

response given prefer to use the Automated catalogue tools and 80% response prefer in

use the Automated index tools satisfied using advance IT for information retrieval and

dissemination.
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Table no. 11: First priority for information retrieval tools

First priority for information

retrieval tools

No. of response Percentage

Automated Catalogue 15 60%

Automated Index 10 40%

Both 0 0%

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire

Figure no 11
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The above table no. 11 as well as figure no. 11 clearly shows the attitude of the

respondents, 60% is for the first priority for information retrieval tools using the

automated catalogue and 40% is for the automated index in those four libraries.

Table no. 12: Prefer automated catalogue and index

Prefer automated catalogue and index No. of response Percentage

Prompt preparation 1 4%

Easily editable 0 0%

Economy in cost and space 3 12%

Need of the hours 3 12%

All of the above 18 72%

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from Questionnaire
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Figure no. 12: Prefer automated catalogue and index

The above table no. 12 and figure no. 12 show that the preference of library professionals

for automated catalogue and index. Prompt preparation preference has 4% response while

t all of the above mentioned preference has 72% for the preference automated catalogue

and index in those libraries. 12/12% responses prefer to automated catalogue and index as

economy in cost and space and need of the hours of those libraries.

Table no. 13: System devised for information retrieval and dissemination

System devised for information retrieval and

dissemination

No. of

response

Percentage

Personal help 9 36%

Direct approach to self 6 24%

Provision of automated catalogue & index 8 32%

Users themselves are able 2 8%

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from Questionnaire
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Figure no. 13: System devised for information retrieval and dissemination
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The above table no. 13 as well as figure no. 13 represents the system devised for

information retrieval and dissemination of the library collection. Among the systems is

36% response is for personal help, 32% response is provision of automated catalogue and

index, 24% response for direct approach to self system and 8% response for users

themselves are able to use the systems devised for information  retrieval and

dissemination by the professionals in different libraries.

Table no. 14: Assign subject heading using the Subject heading list and Thesaurus

Assign subject heading using the Subject heading

list and Thesaurus

No. of

response

Percentage

Yes 25 100%

No 0 0

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from Questionnaire
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Figure no 14: Assign subject heading using the Subject heading list and Thesaurus

The above table no. 14 and figure no. 14 represent the assign subject heading using the

subject heading list & thesaurus. It shows 100% response given is ‘Yes’ so all the

libraries has assigned the subject heading using the Subject heading list and Thesaurus.

Table no. 15: List are using for subject heading or keyword

List are using for subject heading or

keyword

No. of response Percentage

LCSH 16 64%

SLSH 5 20%

Thesaurus 0 0%

Agrovoc 4 16%

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from Questionnaire
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The above table no. 15 as well as figure no. 15 clearly represents the list using for subject

heading or keyword assign. Out of total four subjects heading or key words, 64% uses

LCSH, 24% uses SLSH and 16% uses the Agrovoc for assign subject heading and

keyword in those four libraries.

Table no. 16: Assign the keyword on the basis

Assign the keyword on the basis No. of response Percentage

Subject heading list 17 68%

Authority file 0 0%

Basis upon the content of documents 8 32%

Other 0 0%

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from Questionnaire

Figure no. 16: Assign the keyword on the basis

The above table no. 16 and figure no. 16 represent the assign of the keyword on the basis

of subject heading list is 68%, while 32% assign the keyword on the basis upon the

content of document in those four libraries. There is no response for use of authority file

and other in assigning the key words.
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Table no. 17: Own authority list for assigning subject heading and  keyword for uniformity

and consistency

Own authority list for assigning subject heading and

keyword for uniformity and consistency

No. of

response

Percentage

Yes 24 96%

No 1 4%

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from Questionnaire

Figure no. 17
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The above table no 17 as well as figure no 17 clearly defines that the almost all of the

libraries have been own authority list for assigning subject heading or keywords for

uniformity and consistency of the library collection. It shows 96% response given is

‘Yes’ and 4% response given is ‘No’.

Table no. 18: Providing effective services through the New IT can help improve the

librarians' image.

Providing effective services through the New IT can

help improve the librarians' image.

No. of response Percentage

Yes 25 100%

No 0 0%

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from Questionnaire
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The above table no. 18 clearly presents that the all of the libraries are providing effective

services through the New IT which can help to improve the librarian's image, because

100% response given is ‘Yes’.

Table no. 19: Effective services are providing in the library

Name of

libraries

Effective services are providing in the library Total

response

per lib.

Percentage

Online

database

% Computer

database

% Both % Total

%

TUCL 2 16.6

6%

2 16.

66

%

8 66.6

8%

100

%

12 48%

KUSOM

L

1 20

%

1 20

%

3 60

%

100

%

5 20%

SSBL 1 25

%

1 25

%

2 50

%

100

%

4 16%

ICIMOD

L

1 25

%

2 50

%

1 25

%

100

%

4 16%

TOTAL 5 6 14 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from Questionnaire

Figure no. 18: Effective services are providing in the library
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From the above table no. 19 as well as figure no. 18, it is clearly presented that the all of

the libraries are providing effective services. TUCL has of 40% response; KUSMOL has

20% response, SSBL as well as ICIMOD has 16% response.

It is represented TUCL have been providing services: online database is 16.66%,

computerized database service 16.66% and the both service is 66.68%. KUSOML have

been providing services: online database is 20%, computerized database service 20% and

the both service is 60%. While, SSBL have been providing services: online database is

25%, computerized database service 25%, and the both service is 50%. ICIMODL have

been providing services: online database is 25%, computerized database services 50%

and both service is 25%.

Table no. 20: Library have been using the IT in catalogue and index

Library have been using the IT in catalogue and

index

No. of response Percentage

Less than one year 0 0%

Less than two years 0 0%

More than two years 25 100%

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire

Figure no. 19: Library have been using the IT in catalogue & index
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The above table no. 20 and figure no. 19 represent that all of the libraries have been using

the IT in catalogue and index for more than two years.
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Table no. 21: Software are using in the libraries

Software are using in the libraries No. of

responses

Percentage

CDS/ISIS 20 80%

LIBRA 0 0%

LIB-INFO 0 0%

MIDAS 0 0%

SOUL 5 20%

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire

Figure no. 20: Software are using in the libraries
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The above table no. 21 as well as figure no. 20 shows that the most of the libraries are

using the software CDS/ISIS because 80% response given is for CDS/ISIS software, 20%

responses given for software SOUL.
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Table no. 22: Standard of cataloguing technique is being used in the library

Standard of cataloguing technique is being used in the

library

No. of response Percentage

OPAC 7 28%

CCF 6 24%

MARC 21 2 8%

All of the above 10 40%

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from Questionnaire

Figure no. 21
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The responses found for the question no. 15 is shown above in the form of table no. 22

and figure no. 21. All the libraries have used the OPAC standard (28%) and CCF (24%),

MARC21 (8%), and the above all (40%) as a cataloguing technique.

Table no. 23: Providing Online services in the library catalogue.

Providing Online services in the library

catalogue.

No. of responses Percentage

Yes 16 64%

No 9 36%

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire
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Figure no. 22
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The above table no. 23 as well as figure no. 22 presents almost of the libraries are

providing the online services in cataloging, because 64% responses given is ‘Yes’ and

36% given is ‘No’.

Table no. 24: Online database are providing in the library

Online database are providing in the library No. of responses Percentage

Yes 22 88%

No 3 12%

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire

Figure no. 23
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The above table no. 24 as well as figure no. 23 shows the online database services

provided in the library. Most of the library professionals have accepted it, because 88%

response given is ‘Yes’ and 12% response given is ‘No’.

Table no. 25: Online journals (database) is mostly used in the library

Online journals(database ) is mostly used in the

library

No. of

responses

Percentage

Emerald Insight 2 8%

EBSCO Host 4 16%

JSTOR 3 12%

Black well Synergy 1 4%

Oxford university press 2 8%

DELNET 3 12%

All of the above 10 40%

Total 25 100%

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire

Figure no. 24: Online journals (database) is mostly used in the library
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The above table no. 25 as well as figure no. 24 shows that the attitude of respondents

towards the online journals (database) being used in the library. Almost all the libraries

mostly used online journals and documents (database), 40% response given is for the all

kind of online database services, 16% response given is EBSCO Host, 12% response
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given is JSTOR and DELNET each, 8% response given is Emerald Insight and Oxford

University press each, 4% response given is Blackwell Synergy.

According to the respondents to the question no. 18, Application of IT in library and

information center services is very necessary in the modern approach. The cataloguing

and indexing is need of time and essential for better service to the user, but it should be

modified according to need and present time function of the library. Digitalization of the

reading materials is very important. It gives many access points of the materials.

And response to question no.19 represents every library should start digitalization of their

materials for implemented and betterment of their services. There must be the integrated

library software for the modern library.

5.3 Users' responses of four different libraries

Table no. 26: Total number of collected responses from four different libraries

Name of libraries No. of collected responses Percentage

TUCL 43 57.33%

KUSOML 9 12%

SSBL 18 24%

ICIMODL 5 6.67%

Total 75 100%

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire
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Figure no. 25: Total number of collected responses from four different libraries
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The above table no. 26 as well as figure no. 25 clearly represents total responses taken

from four different libraries and its users. It shows 57.33% user responses are taken from

TUCL, 12% user responses are taken from KUSOML, 24% user responses are taken

from SSBL, and 6.67% user responses are taken from ICIMODL.

Table no. 27: Member of the library

Member of the library No. of responses Percentage

Yes 73 97.33%

No 2 2.67%

Total 75 100%

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire

Figure no. 26
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The responses found for the question no. 1 is showed above in the form of table no. 27

and figure no. 26 which represent 97.33% response given is ‘Yes’, 2.67% response

given is ‘No’ to be the member of the different libraries.

Table no.28: Attend in library activities

Attend in library activities No. of responses Percentage

Yes 52 69.33%

No 23 30.67%

Total 75 100%

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire

Figure no.27
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The above table no. 28 as well as figure no.27 represents that most of the users are

attending in library activities because 69.33% responses given is ‘Yes’, and a

few(30.67%) of the user are not attending in library activities. s

Table no.29: Use of the library

Use of the library No. of responses percentage

Daily 25 33.33%

Weekly 45 60%

Forth nightly 3 4%

Monthly 2 2.67%

Total 75 100%

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire
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Figure no.28: Use of the library
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The above table no. 29 and figure no.28 present the use of library by users. It shows most

of the users (60%) are using the library weekly. Daily users are 33.33%, forth nightly

users are 4% and monthly users are 2.67%.

Table no.30: Library use in a day

Library use in a day No. of responses Percentage

One hour 37 49.33%

Three hours 33 44%

Five hours 2 2.67%

More than five hours 3 4%

Total 75 100%

Source:- Data collection from questionnaire

Figure No.29: Library use in a day
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The above table no.30 as well as figure no.29 is a representation of use of library in a day

, it show most of the respondents(49.33%) are use the library daily one hour, some of

respondents (44%)  are using three hours in a day. Few respondents (4%) use the library

more than five hours in a day and a few (2.67%) are using five hours in a the day.

Table no. 31: Get the exact information from the collection easily

Get the exact information from the collection

easily

No. of responses Percentage

Yes 58 77.33%

No 17 22.67%

Total 75 100%

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire

Figure no. 30
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The above table no. 31 and figure no. 30 show most of the library users (77.33%) get the

exact information from the collection easily and a few (22.67%) library users do not get

the exact information from the collection easily.

Table No.32: Get needed information through the subject

Get needed information through the subject No. of responses Percentage

Yes 45 60%

No 30 40%

Total 75 100%

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire
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Figure No.31
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The responses found for question no.5 is showed above in the form of table no.32 and

figure no.31, which represent most of the library users get needed information through

the subject, because 60% response given is ‘Yes’ and a few library users do not get exact

information through subject, because 40% response given is ‘No’.

Table No.33: Information retrieval through

Information retrieval through No. of responses Percentage

Author 15 20%

Subject 48 64%

Title 10 13.33%

All of the above 2 2.67%

total 75 100%

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire
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The table no.33 and figure no.32 show most of the users use information retrieval through

the subject, because 64% respondent prefer to subject, some of the users use information

retrieval through the author and title, because 20% and 13.33% respondent prefer to use

author and title. And 2.67% respondent prefer to the All above techniques for the

information retrieval.

Table no. 34: Keywords used in the database matched with users demanded

Keywords used in the database matched with users

demanded

No.of

responses

Percentage

Yes 58 77.33%

No 17 22.67%

Total 75 100%

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire

Figure no. 33
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The table no. 34 and the figure no.33 show most of the users are using keywords in the

database match with demand because 77.33% response given is ‘Yes’. A few users do not

match with demanded in the database, because 22.67% response given is ‘No’.
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Table No. 35: Better way for information retrieval

Better way for information retrieval No. of responses percentage

Only one keyword 18 24

Two keywords 24 32

More than two keywords 33 44

Total 75 100

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire

Figure No.34: Better way for information retrieval
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The above table no.35 as well as figure no.34 shows that the most of the library users

(44%) are using more than two keywords as a better way for information retrieval. Some

users (32%) are using only two keywords and few users (24%) are using one keyword as

a better way for information retrieval. Therefore most of the users are chosen more than

two keywords for information retrieval.

Table No.36: Possess knowledge of the different library software

Possess knowledge of the different library

software

No.of responses percentage

Yes 44 58.67

No 31 41.33

Total 75 100

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire
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Figure No.35
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The above table no.36 and figure no.35 clearly presents most of the users has possessed

knowledge of the different library software because 58.67% response given is ‘Yes’. And

about same users have not possessed the knowledge of different library software because

41.33% response given is ‘No’.

Table No.37: Favorite software for information retrieval

Favorite software for information retrieval No. of responses percentage

CDS/ISIS 55 73.33

LIB-INFO 12 16

SOUL 8 10.67

Others 0 0

Total 75 100

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire
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Figure No. 36: Favorite software for information retrieval
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Above table no.37 as well as figure no.36 represents that the attitude towards the favorite

software for information retrieval of users, 73.33% respondents are using CDS/ISIS, 16%

and 10.67% respondents are using LIB-INFO and SOUL respectively. Most of the

Nepalese libraries are using CDS/ISIS software for information retrieval.

Table No.38: Software being use friendly

Software being use friendly No. of responses percentage

Yes 43 57.33

No 32 42.67

Total 75 100

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire

Figure No.37
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Both the table and figure represent most of the user are friendly with the use of the

library software, because 57.33% response given is ‘Yes’ and 42.67% responses given is

‘No’.

Table No. 39: Satisfied using advance IT tools for information retrieval

Satisfied using advance IT tools for information retrieval No. of responses percentage

Yes 59 78.67

No 16 21.33

total 75 100

Source:- Data collection from questionnaire

Figure No.38
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The table no. 39 and figure no.38 clearly show all of the different type of libraries users

are satisfied using advance IT tools for information retrieval, because 78.67% response

given is ‘Yes’ and 21.33% response given is ‘No’.

Table No.40: Tools, satisfied using advance IT for IR

Tools, satisfied using advance IT for IR No. of

responses

percentage

Automated catalogue 30 40

Automated index 45 60

Both 0 0

total 75 100

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire
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Figure No. 39: Tools, satisfied using advance IT for IR
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The above table and figure show the attitude of the library users towards the use of

advance IT for IR tools, 60% respondent has preferred automated indexing tools to

choose for IR and 40% respondents for automated cataloguing tools to use IR.

Table No.41: First priority for IR tools

First priority for IR tools No. of responses percentage

Automated catalogue 32 42.67

Automated index 43 57.33

Both 0 0

total 75 100

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire
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Figure No.40: First priority for IR tools
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The above table no. 41 and figure no. 40 represent that the users’ preferences for IR tools.

As the first priority for IR tools, 57.33% respondent prefers to the automated indexing

tools and 42.67% respondent prefers to the automated cataloguing tools.

Table no 42: Methods for users friendly

Methods for users friendly No. of responses Percentage

Automated Catalogue 32 42.67

Automated Index 43 57.33

Other 0 0

Total 75 100

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire
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Figure no. 41: Methods for users friendly
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The both table and figure present the attitude of the information users towards the

friendly use of IR, 57.33% respondent is using automated indexing. And 42.67%

responses are using automated cataloguing tools for IR.

According to response to the questions no. 15 and 16 most of the information users of the

library suggest to improve the quality of the services through the IT and add more

computers in the library services. Online services are very slow so it is necessary to

improve the quality of internet.

5.4 Both response of Library professional and users

Table no. 43: Satisfied using advance IT tools for IR

Name of the library Satisfied using advance IT tools for IR Total

Yes No

TUCL 50 5 55

KUSOML 9 5 14

SSBL 18 4 22

ICIMODL 7 2 9

Total 84 16 100

Source: - Data collection from questionnaire
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Figure no 42 satisfied using advances IT tools for Information Retrieval
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The above table and figure represent the users and librarians’ satisfaction in using the

advance IT tools for IR in each library. TUCL respondents (50) answered ‘Yes’ response

and 5 ‘No’. KUSMOL respondents (9) answered ‘Yes’ and 5 respondents answered ‘No’

response. SSBL respondents (18) answered ‘Yes’ and 4 respondents answered ‘No’

response and ICIMODL respondents (7) answered’ Yes’ and 2 respondents answered

‘No’. Therefore, the maximum respondent (84%) has accepted answering ‘Yes’.

Table No.44: Tools, satisfied using advance IT for IR

Name of the library Tools,  satisfied using advance IT for IR Total

Automated

catalogue

Automated

index

Both

TUCL 22 33 0 55

KUSOML 5 9 0 14

SSBL 10 12 0 22

ICIMODL 4 5 0 9

Total 41 59 0 100

Source: - Data collection from questionnaires
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Figure no 43: Tools, satisfied using advance IT for IR
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The above table no. 44 and figure no. 43 represent users and librarians’ satisfaction by

using advance IT tools for IR.  22 respondents from TUCL answered automated

catalogue while 33 respondents answered automated index. 5 respondents from

KUSOML answered automated catalogue while 9 respondents automated index. 10

respondents from SSBL responded automated catalogue while 12 respondents automated

index and 4 respondents from ICIMODL answered automated catalogue while 5

respondents automated index. Therefore, the maximum respondents have accepted using

advance IT tools Automated index for IR (59% responses). A few respondents have

disagreed in using automated catalogue for IR (41% responses).
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Chapter VI

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

6.1 Summary and Conclusion

Library and information centers have changed significantly over the course of history,

they will always remain responsible for acquiring or dissemination, access to information

that meet educational and informational needs of their users. Information retrieval is

considered as an important issue for librarians, students, teachers, and scholars.

Information retrieval systems have originated with the need to organize information in

central repositories. Applications of IT in cataloguing and indexing have been created to

facilitate the identification and retrieval of item of information.

For online information retrieval the searcher uses a computer terminal usually linked by

telephone to a remote computer. The computer stores the database of bibliographic

records on rotating magnetic disks always available for immediate access. The database

of online public access catalogue consists of numbers of files.

Information retrieval technique have differs vastly from the manual information

technique. It is because the need of time itself changed with the advance of IT. Today

remote links has been taken easily .In truth it is an essential importance for today’s global

society.

The situation changes when the information retrieval tools goes online, now the two

separate files could be merged and the single catalogue could tell users, if not precisely

where in space the book is at least what its current status is. The uses of IT devices in the

libraries have seen a dramatic rise; information retrieval and information findings

systems are increasingly dependent on electronic devices. IT tools like computer, CD-

ROM, networking definitely speed up various library services or routines.

Information scientists or librarians have started to rethink over traditional preparation of

information retrieval technique and how to use modern technology for information

retrieval. Traditional preparation of catalogue and index now is replaced by the new

information technology for fast, exact, and easily information retrieval.
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For fast information retrieval from the various access points by the new information

technology with the capacity of speed, accuracy, and flexibility constitute the major

factors for their use in cataloguing and indexing. Application of IT is capable of

performing the various clerical functions involved in manipulation of records. Thus there

is a change in the objectives when cataloguing and indexing is computerized or new

information technologies are applied.

i. To save money or at least to reduce the rate of increase in cost.

ii. To provide better control and improve efficiency.

iii. To provide the exact needed information from the database.

iv. To achieve higher productivity.

v. To extend the service offered.

vi. To access from remote area promptly.

‘To provide right information to the right person at the right time with the right way in

the right form or right language is its motto’

So, new IT in cataloguing and indexing are the most important information retrieval tools

by which each and every important piece of information can be retrieved. It is the index

which covers the important information of the documents where the subject covers the

broad areas only.

So that, the library professional should assign sufficient index and key terms  to

represent all the important piece of information of the documents to save the time of

users as well as library staff and professional to retrieve the exact information from the

myriad of information collection.

The researcher in course of study has noticed that more information users and library

professional are familiar with new information technology in cataloguing and indexing.

It is found to get the exact information through the use of new technology in cataloguing

and indexing  for information  retrieval from the various access points by  the new IT

with the capacity of speed accuracy and so on constitute the major factors for their

applications in cataloguing and indexing. Most of the library professional or information

users are getting in ready positions to be full applied information technology in the
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library but still some libraries are thinking over the application of the information

technology.

Based upon the answers given by the both types of respondents: the information users

and library professionals, the following major findings and conclusion have been found:

1. Most of the libraries (96%) have prepared the automated catalogue and index;

maximum libraries (52%) are using the AACR II catalogue code.

2. Most of information users and library professionals are satisfied by using advance

IT tools for information retrieval.

3. Every library is using LCSH (64%) for subject heading or keywords, a few

libraries are using SLSH (20%) and AGROVOC (16%) for assign subject heading

or keywords.

4. Most of library have own authority list for assigning subject heading and

keywords for uniformity and consistency.

5. All of the libraries are providing effective services through the online database

(8%), computerized database (16%), and both database (76%) for all type of

information users.

6. All of the libraries are using the different type of library software: CDS/ISIS

software (80%) and SOUL (20%).

7. All of the libraries have been using the IT in catalogue and index from more than

two years.

8. All the libraries have been using standard of cataloguing technique or format as

OPAC, CCF and MARC 21.

9. All the different types of libraries are providing online journals or online

databases such as Emerald insight, EBSCO Host, JSTOR, Black well synergy,

Oxford university press and DELNET.

10. More than two keywords have been proved to be better way for information

retrieval than only one keyword and two keywords.

11. Maximum information users are friendly with the use of IT tools.
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12. Application of IT in cataloguing and indexing are most familiar to library

professional and information users, they prefer automated catalogue & index

berceuse it save time, money and efforts.

13. Users of the libraries having new IT and enjoy the advance library services..

6.2 Recommendation

The aim of Application of IT in cataloguing and indexing is to provide information to

different types of users like students, teachers, scholars etc. from every possible

approach. In order to fulfill the needs, importance and objective of application of IT

in cataloguing and indexing, following recommendations have been made based upon

the present research.

1. Every library should make qualified manpower who could handle easily the

new IT in catalogue and index and special training on IT knowledge and

library system software is continuously required.

2. For the effective and efficient use of IT in catalogue and index and

bibliographic database inevitably needs all types of different information

users’ orientation.

3. Proper application of IT in catalogue or bibliographic database should be

centrally provided uploading it into internet.

4. Every library should provide the IT to users to search and retrieve the exact

information from the bibliographical database.

5. Librarians must become perfect information professional in the place of

reference librarians cataloguers or collection development librarians. This

may call for a change in library education.

6. Librarians or library professionals in the new role, not only act, but act

decisively, objectively and without prejudices in favor of traditional methods

and practices.

7. Users’ friendly library software should be used for the information retrieval.

8. Future planning must be done on the basis of sound analysis of problems and

issues backed by thorough the research.
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9. To get acquainted with this new technology the IT should get a proper place in

basic education including library education.

10. Regular discussion, meeting, conferences should be organized for updating

new IT knowledge of library professionals and for continuous highlight

importance of computerization in library and information center.

11. The concerned library professionals should be more careful and more

conscious to assign more and more technique, advance IT so that all the

related information retrieval is easily possible.

12. It is needed to form a national coordination committee to review the

requirement for standards for CDS/ISIS.
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Annex 1

Effective services are providing in the library

Name of
library

Online
databases

Computerized
databases

Both Row marginal
total

TUCL 2 2 8 12
KUSOML 1 1 3 5

SSBL 1 1 2 4
ICIMODL 1 2 1 4

Column
marginal  Total

5 6 14 25

Statistics to be used: X2

Research hypothesis:

H0 = Effective services are being provided in the library or Large number of
libraries are providing effective services.

H1 = Effective services are not being provided in the library or Large number of
libraries are not providing effective services.

Significance: α= 0.05

Degree of freedom: df =(r-1) (c-1) = (4-1) (3-1) = 3*2=6

Critical value X2 crit (6) = 12.59 from table

Rejection region: value of X2 obs ≥ 12.59.

Accept ion region: value of X2 obs ≤ 12.59

Calculate O= Observed Frequency

E= Expected frequency
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Large no. of libraries are providing effective services

Name of
Library

Online database Computerized
database

Both Row marginal

TUCL O= 2
E= 2

O= 2
E= 3

O= 8
E=7

12

KUSOML O= 1
E= 1

O= 1
E= 1

O= 3
E= 3

5

SSBL O= 1
E= 1

O= 1
E= 1

O= 2
E= 2

4

ICIMODL O= 1
E= 1

O= 2
E= 1

O= 1
E= 2

4

Column
marginal

5 6 14 25

Column marginal = Sum of observed frequency in each column

Row marginal = sum of observed frequency in each row

Expected frequency of cell = row marginal cell *column marginal cell ÷Total no.
of responses

Online database TUCL cell: E11= 12*5÷ 25 = 2

Computer database TUCL Cell: E12 = 12 * 6 ÷25 = 3

Both database TUCL cell: E13= 12 * 14 ÷ 25 = 7

Online database KUSOML cell: E21= 5*5÷ 25 = 1

Computer database KUSOML cell: E22 = 5 * 6 ÷25 = 1

Both database KUSOML cell: E23= 5 * 14 ÷ 25 = 3

Online database SSBL cell: E31= 4*5÷ 25 = 1

Computer database SSBL Cell: E32 = 4 * 6 ÷25 = 1

Both database SSBL cell: E33= 4 * 14 ÷ 25 = 2
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Online database ICIMODL cell: E41= 4*5÷ 25 = 1

Computer database ICIMODL Cell: E42 = 4 * 6 ÷25 = 1

Both database ICIMODL cell: E43= 4 * 14 ÷ 25 = 2

The value of X2 obs in found by X2 obs = E4
r=1 E3

c=1 ( O r c - E r c) 2 ÷ E r c

Substituting numerical value

X2 obs = (2-2)2 ÷2 + (2-3)2 ÷3 +(8-7)2 ÷7 +(1-1)2 ÷1 +(1-1)2 ÷1 +(3-3)2 ÷3 +(1-1)2 ÷1 + (1-
1)2 ÷1 + (2-1)2 ÷1 +    (1-1)2 ÷1+ (2-1)2 ÷1 +(1-2)2 ÷2

= 0+0.33+0.14+0+0+0+0+0+1+0+1+1

=3.47

Decision: This X2 obs = 3.47 is less than x2 crit = 12.59 this proves that hypothesis is
accepted i.e., large no. library are providing effective services.
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Annex 2

Library professional and information users are satisfied by using advance IT for IR

Name of library Automated
cataloguing

Automated indexing Total

TUCL 22 33 55
KUSOML 5 9 14

SSBL 10 12 22
ICIMODL 4 5 9

Total 41 59 100

Statistics to be used: X2

Research hypothesis:

H0 = Large no. of Users and library professional are satisfied by using advance IT
tools cataloguing & indexing for information retrieval.

H1 = Large no. of Users and library professional are not  satisfied by using
advance IT tools cataloguing & indexing for information retrieval

Significance: α= 0.05

Degree of freedom: df =(r-1) (c-1) = (4-1) (2-1) = 3*1=3

Critical value X2 crit (3) = 7.81 from table

Rejection region: value of X2 obs ≥ 7.81.

Accept ion region: value of X2 obs ≤ 7.81.

Calculate O= Observed Frequency

E= Expected frequency
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Library professional and information users are satisfied by using advance IT for IR

Name of
Library

Automated cataloguing Automated indexing Row marginal

TUCL O= 22
E= 23

O= 33
E= 32

55

KUSOML O= 5
E= 6

O= 9
E= 8

14

SSBL O= 10
E= 9

O= 12
E= 13

22

ICIMODL O= 4
E= 4

O= 5
E= 5

9

Column
marginal

41 59 100

Column marginal = Sum of observed frequency in each column

Row marginal = sum of observed frequency in each row

Expected frequency of cell = row marginal cell *column marginal cell ÷Total no.
of responses

Automated cataloguing TUCL cell: E11= 55*41÷ 100 = 23

Automated indexing TUCL Cell: E12 = 55 * 59 ÷100 = 32

Automated cataloguing KUSOML cell: E21= 14*41÷ 100 = 6

Automated indexing KUSOML Cell: E22 = 14 * 59 ÷100 = 8

Automated cataloguing SSBL cell: E31= 22*41÷ 100 = 9

Automated indexing SSBL Cell: E32 = 22 * 59 ÷100 = 13

Automated cataloguing ICIMODL cell: E41= 9*41÷ 100 = 4

Automated indexing ICIMODL Cell: E42 = 9* 59 ÷100 = 5

The value of X2 obs in found by X2 obs = E4
r=1 E3

c=1 ( O r c - E r c) 2 ÷ E r c
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Substituting numerical value

X2 obs = (22-23)2 ÷23 + (33-32)2 ÷32+(5-6)2 ÷6 +(9-8)2 ÷8 +(10-9)2 ÷9 +(12-13)2 ÷13
+(4-4)2 ÷4 + (5-5)2 ÷5

=0.043+0.031+0.166+0.125+0.111+0.076+0+0

=0.552

Decision: This X2 obs = 0.552 is less than x2 crit = 7.81 this null hypothesis is accepted
i.e,  large no. of users and library professional are satisfied by using advance IT tools
(automated catalogue and automated index) for information retrieval.
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Annex 3

File selection

Article I.
Article II.
Article III. THE WINISIS MENU BAR

Shown below are the main functions available from the Menu Bar.

You can change the language of the Menu Bar (only!) by selecting Configure and then
Change language.

smlcat.mst
smlcat folder
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Print Blank page icon:
create a new record

Pencil icon: data entry

Diskette icon: save a
record

Arrow keys

MFN number
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Annex 4

Win Isis Data entry Worksheet

Help message for the selected fieldStatus bar

2. Type text for the selected field in this box
then press [enter]

Click on the button(s) to the left of
the FIELD name to repeat the field

1. Click here
to select
field
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Annex 5
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Annex 6

Completed input record
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Annex 7

Guided search dialog box

The result of your search will be shown in the Number of hits box. To look at the retrieved records
click on the Display button.
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Annex 8

Guided search dialog box (with Dictionary display):

Section 3.01 Expert search: This type of search is suggested for
experienced users.

1) On the Winisis menu, click on Search. Select Expert Search from the pull down menu.
2) Type your search expression in the Search expression box. When more than one term is used,

an operator is needed. Select the appropriate Boolean operator and/or proximity operator
(parenthesis) or (G) [records containing the selected keywords in the same field], or (F) [records
containing the selected keywords in the same field or individual keyword of a repeatable field].
For further details, use the Winisis on-line help.

3) Click on the Execute button to run the search.
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Annex 9

Expert search dialog box

Enter here search keywords
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Annex 10

An example of the Search history pop up window is provided below:
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Annex 11

An example of a record in Display format is provided below:
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Annex 12

Article IV.
Article V. HOW TO PRINT RECORDS

1) Search results
To print records you have retrieved through a search, click on one of the MFN numbers
on the left hand of the result display panel. This will bring up the record display panel.
Then open up the pull-down Options menu and select one of the print options.

2) Printing records from the Full database Browse mode
On the Winisis menu bar, click on Database, and then select Print option, or click on the Printer
icon on the toolbar. A dialog box opens:

- Print the Current Browse Set prints the record set you were browsing before
entering the print dialog.
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- MFN Range prints the specified MFN range of record(s). Use commas to
separate records which are not contiguous. Examples: 10 [prints record 10 only];
10-15 [prints from record 10 to record 15]; 10,15,20-30,55 [prints record 10,
record 15, from record 20 to 30, and record 55].

Click on the Print button to start printing.
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Annex 13

An example of this option is provided below:

Note: you can change the print layout by going to the appropriate tab (Presentation,
Margins, etc.) on the Print Setup panel.

Do not use Preview button, as there is a bug and the entire
application may freeze
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Annex 14

Delete records

Equation 1 from the Options pull-down menu, select Delete record.

In both cases, the record will be deleted logically, but the MFN number will not be reassigned to
a new record until you re-compact the database. The procedure for re-compacting the database is
somewhat long and not risk-free -- we tested it ourselves several times in different ways,
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encountering a different problem each time. To avoid similar problems, we suggest you simply
re-use the MFN number of a deleted record.

After retrieving the record in Data Entry mode, Undelete the record by choosing that option
from the Options menu. Then re-edit the record with new bibliographic information from another
publication and save it with the same MFN number.
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Annex 15

Article VI. UPDATING THE INDEXES

Whenever new records are added, normally the indexes are automatically updated after you save
the records, and you can retrieve them. However, the program is still in Beta version, so in the
event that you are not able to retrieve the newly input records, you will need to update the
Indexes.

1) From the Database menu select I/F Update…
2) A new dialog box pops up. Select the option Update, which updates the inverted files for

which an update is pending: i.e., records added, deleted or modified since the last inverted
file update.

3) Full Inverted File Generation regenerates the inverted file of the entire database. This takes
longer, but eliminates any inconsistency in the database. When this option is selected, leave
the default value of the MFN numbers at 1 to 999999, which indicates that the generation
will work on the entire database.

4) Click on OK. The Update or full generation of the files will takes place and the entire
database will be fully searchable.
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Annex 16

Researcher: Ram pd. Sharma

Thesis year

Dear Sir/Madam,

This is my research study on the 'Application of Information Technology in
Cataloguing and Indexing: Its retrieval aspect'. The purpose of this questionnaire is to
know your view about the Application of IT in cataloguing and Indexing for the services
to users' in Information retrieval and to which extent the IT in Cataloguing and Indexing
are applicable? It aims to know either the Cataloguing or Indexing are approachable tool
to retrieve the exact information from the collection of Information or not.

Yours cooperation in filling up this questionnaire is solicited. The information given by
you will be kept confidential and used only for this research work.

General information of informant

Full Name of Librarian:

Name of Library

Designation:

Number of library collection:

Number of users to be served:

Date:

Q1 Do you prepare the automated catalogue & indexes by self?

a) Yes b) No

If yes, which cataloguing code is being used in your library?

a) AACR I
b) AACR II
c) CCC
d) Any Other (Specify)
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Q.2.) What was the investment for the establishment automated catalogue and indexes?

a) Up to Rs 10,000
b) More than 20,000
c) More than 30,000
d) More than 50,000

Q3) For how long does an automated catalogue and indexes exist?

a) Up to 5 years
b) More than 10 years
c) More than 15 years
d) Depend on the standard of software

Q4) Do you have bibliographic database in your library computers?

a) Yes b)   No
Q5) Are you satisfied using advance IT tools for information retrieval?

a)  Yes b) No
If yes, which tools satisfied using advance IT for information retrieval?

a)Automated catalogue
b) Automated index
c) Both

Q6) Among them which one is your first priority for retrieval of information?
a)…………………
b)…………………
c)………………….

Q7) Why do you prefer automated catalogue and indexes?

a) Prompt preparation
b) Easily editable
c) Economy in cost and space
d) Need of the hours

Q8) What system have you devised for Information retrieval and dissemination to your
users?

a) Personal help
b) Direct approach to shelf
c) Provision of automated catalogue and indexes
d) Users themselves are able
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Q9) Do you used subject headings list and thesaurus to assign subject heading and
keywords?

a) Yes b)   No

If yes, which list are you using now?

a) LCSH
b) SLSH
c) Thesaurus / Mesh
d) Other (Specify)

Q10)  On which basis do you assign the keywords?

a) Subject headings list
b) By self
c) Basis upon the content of the documents
d) Other (Specify)

Q11) Have you made your own authority list for assigning subject heading and keywords
for uniformity and consistency?

a) Yes b)   No

Q12) Are you providing effective services through the new IT can help improve the
librarians images?

a) Yes b)  No
If yes, which effective services are providing your library?

a) Automate catalogues
b) Automate index
c) Both

Q13) for how long have your library been using the IT in cataloguing and indexing?

a) Less than one years
b) Less than two years
c) More than two years

Q14) which software are you using in your library?

a) CDS/ISIS b) LIBRA
c) LIB-INFO d) MIDAS
e) SOUL f)Other (specify)
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Q15) which standard of cataloguing technique is being used for your library?

a) OPAC
b) CCF
c) MARC 21
d) All of the above

Q16) Are you providing the online services in your library catalogues?

a) Yes b)  No

Q17) Are you providing the online database in your library?

a) Yes b)  No
If yes, which online journals database is mostly used in yours library?

a) Emerald insight         d)   Black Well Synergy
b) EBSCO  Host             e)  Oxford University Press
c) JSTOR                        f) DELNET

Q18) Please give your argument about the application of IT with traditional and modern
approach in cataloguing and indexing?

……………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………..

Q19) Would  you suggest something more for quick and relevant searching of
information having the provision of preserving data for longer period despite of those two
system?

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

THANK YOU!
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Annex 17

Researcher: Ram Pd. Sharma

Thesis Year

Dear all users,

This is my research study on the 'Application of Information Technology in
Cataloguing and Indexing: Its retrieval aspect'. The purpose of this questionnaire is to
know your view about the Application of IT in cataloguing and Indexing for the services
to users' in Information retrieval and to which extent the IT in Cataloguing and Indexing
are applicable? It aims to know either the Cataloguing or Indexing are approachable tool
to retrieve the exact information from the collection of Information or not.

Yours cooperation in filling up this questionnaire is solicited. The information given by
you will be kept confidential and used only for this research work.

General Information of Users

Full Name:

Name of Library:

Designation:

Date:

Q1) Are you member of this library?

a) Yes b)  No

Q2) Do you attend any library activities?

a) Yes b)  No

Q3)  How often do you use the library?

a) Daily
b) Weekly
c) Fourth nightly
d) Monthly
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If yes, How many hour in a day do you used?

a) One hour
b) Three hour
c) Five hour
d) More than five

Q4) Do you get the exact information from the collection easily?

a) Yes b)  No

Q5) Do you get needed information through the subject only?

a) Yes b)  No

Q6) Which of the following heading you use for the information retrieval?

a) Author
b) Subject
c) Title

Q7) Are the keywords used in the databases matched with your demand?

a) Yes b)  No

Q8) what do you think the better way for information retrieval?

a) Only one keyword
b) Two keyword
c) More than two keyword

Q9) Do you possess knowledge of the different software?

a) Yes b) No

Q10) which is your favorite software for information retrieval?

a) CDS/ISIS
b) LIB-INFO
c) SOUL
d) Other (Specify)

Q11) Do you find the software being used friendly?

a) Yes b)  No
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Q12) Are you satisfied using advance IT tools for information retrieval?
a)  Yes b) No

If yes, which tools satisfied using advance IT for information retrieval?
a)Automated catalogue
b)Automated index
c) Both

Q13) Among them which one is your first priority for retrieval of information?

a)………………

b)…………………
c)………………….

Q14) Which Methods do you think is users' friendly?
a) Automated catalogue
b) Automated indexes
c) Other (specify)

Q15)  What is your suggestion to the library Application of IT?
………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………..

Q16)  What is your grievances' or complain?

……………………………………………………………………………………

THANK YOU!
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INDEX

A

A/V materials database-42,44

AACR 2-14,26

Abstracting service-22

Access-7,32

Accession list-26

Accomplishment-2

Accuracy-6,11,21

Accustomed-30

Acquisition-22

Administration-22

AGORA-40,43,45

AGROVOC subject heading-47

Akkad-2

ALICE-14

Alternative-32

Analysis-10,25

ANSI-33

Apparently-30

Approach-36

Appropriate-9

Arrangement-22

Article database-41

Ashurbanipal-6,29

Associate-10,21

Assyria-2,29

ATHENA-14

Attainable -19

Audio disk-27

Author-32

Authority control-49

Authority-5

Automation-5

Availability-4,11

B

Babylonian-2

Back up system-49

Bibliographic database-
4,14,22,23

Bibliographic file-20

Bibliographic records-7,8,9,20

Bibliographic resources-33

Blackwell synergy-40,43,45

Books display-40

Boolean logic-26

Boolean operator-26,49

Boolean search-14,26

C

Capabilities-7

CAS-41,43,45,46

Catalogue-3,6,7,9,10,11,19,21

Cataloguers-21

CCC-26

CCF-10

CCS-41,43,45,46

CD  ROM-21

CD burning-41,46

CD database-40

CDS/ISIS-4,5,10

Centralization-26

Chi square test-56

Civilization-1,2

Classification-22,23,26

Clay tablets-1

Closed access system-42

Collaborator-26

Collection development-25

Collection of information-2

Combination-26

Comfortable-21

Communication-1,2,4,25,32

Compatibility-11

Complex decision-30

Computer technology-30,31

Computerized retrieval service-
41

Condition-30

Consider-19,31

Consistency-30

Constitute-6

Construction-5

Contemporary-21

Controllled-26

Convergance-29

Conversation-20

Cooperation-12

Creation-10

Cumbersome-31

Cuneiform-2

Current awareness service-22

D

Data analysis procedure-53
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Data collection procedure-52

Data server-49

Database-8,49

DELNET-32

Demonstrates-31

Desktop-21

Development-4,19

Diagram-57

Digital information-21

Digital library-20,21

Digitalization-20

Disciplines-40

Dissemination-
1,4,15,20,23,24,93

Document-22

Documentation-15,32

Donation-40

Downloading-41,44,47

Drawers-31

Drudgery-11,13

Dynamically-31

E

E-boks-21

EBSCO-40,43,45

Effentiveness-23

Efficiency-6,12

Efforts-25

E-journal-21

Electronic database-4

Electronic-23,29,36

E-mail service-41

Emergence-29,30

Employment-24

Environment-21,29

Epicenter-24

Equipments-4

Equivalent-33

Exchange-32

Experimentation-19

Expertise-39

F

Facilitate-25,37

Fascinated-2

Field of records-48

File-31

Flexibility-4,6,12

Flourished-2

Format-7,32

Formulation-19

Frequently-27

Full text database-42,44,47

Fulltext-21,23

Furnish-39

G

Gateway-4,29

Generalization-10

Geographical space-23

Geographical-4

Gift-40

Granularity-33

Group discussion-40

Guideline-39

H

Hardcopy-32

Hardware-10

Hieroglyphics-2

Historical-1

Hypertext linkage-10

I

ICIMOD books-48

ICIMODL-37

Identification-19

IDRC-5,24

Immediate access-20

Impact-30

Implementation-36

Implication-30

Importance-22,30

Inaccurate-21

Increase-6,21,29

Index-3,5,6,7,9,10,11,19,21

Industry-30

Information business-4

Information centers-1,24

Information literacy-39

Information management-39

Information resource-33

Information retrieval-
9,19,21,23,29

Information scientists-23

Information seeker-24,31

Information technology-
4,6,10,11

Initiative-32

Installation-30

Instructions-25

Integrated-19
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Intellectual-33

Interactive-27,29

Interface-31

Inter-library loan-11,41

Internet service-41

Inverted file-20

ISBN collection-40

ISBN database-41

ISIBC-49

Items-21

J

JANET-32

Jars-6

JSTOR-40,43,45

K

Keywords-31,35,48

KOHA-5

KUSOML-44

L

LC subject heading-32

Leading-30

Legal-1

Librarianship-39

Library authorities-30

Library automation-15

Library management-3

Library materials-29,30

Library routings-23

Library service-20

Library software-16

Library system-11,31

LIBSYS-49

Limited-21

Local area networks-21

Local authority list-41,44,46

Local database-30

Local records-30

M

Magnetic disk-20

Maintenance-5,26,30

Manipulation-32

Manpower-11

MARC 21-5,33

MARC format catalogue sheet-
34

Marginalize-4

Materials-1,19

MeSH-32

Metadata-21

Micro-films-25

Modern library-39

Mountains-37

Multimedia-19

N

Networking controls-21

Networking-20,23,39

New technology-25

Non-book materials-40

Null hypothesis-56

O

Obtaine-31

OCLC-16

Online cataloguing and
indexing-25

Online retrieval-26

OPAC-5,16,22,31

Opportunity-7,30

Optical disk-27

Organization-4,25

Oxford University press-
40,43,45

P

Paperless library-21

Papyrus-1

Parchment rolls-1

Participation-40

Performance-20

PERI-40,43,45

Permit-32

Perspective-30

Physically-25,27

Pictography-2

Pie chart-57

Possibilities-7

Potential-29

Presentation-25

Primitive-1

Priority-42

Probability inference-54

Processing-4,21,25,30,32

Productivity-6,12

Prompt-38

Protocols-32

Purchase-11,40

Q

Quantitative-56

Quick access-30
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R

Rapid growth-30

Recognize-30

Recording information-1,2

Recreational-1

Relevance-11,23

Reliable-52

Religious-1

Remote-20,27

Repositories-4

Representation-32

Reputation-21,23

Research design-51

Research journal-40

Research methodology-51

Researcher-19

Resource sharing-11,39

Resources-40

Responsibilities-11

Retrieve-11

Retrospective-5

S

Sampling procedure-52

Satisfied-13

Scholars-19,93

Scientists-21

SDI service-22, 41,43,45,46

Signification-10,29

Socio-economic-30

Software package-22

Software-4,5,10,25

Sophisticated-7,21

Sorting-26

SOUL library software-5,46

Specialist-24

SSBL-37,42

Standardization-7,32,35

Stone age-1

Storage-4,24,25,32

Structure-48

Style-1

Subject heading-12

Sumerian-2

Systematic-31

T

Table-57

Technique-4,29,30

Technological equipment-25

Technologies-4,16,30

Telecommunication-4

Testing of hypothesis-53

Text book collection-40

Thesaraus-5,12

Trained-11

Tremendous-1

TU archive database-42

TUCL-39

U

UNESCO-5,24

Uniformity-11,37

UNIMARC-11,35

Union catalogue-5,11

UNISIST-35

Universe of information-29

User education-41,45

User-friendliness-12

Utilization-4

V

Variant-26,32

Video cassettes-40

Virtual-10

Visual display-32

Vocabulary-26

W

Wax tablets-1

Weapons-1

Web database-42,44

Wider context-29

Widespread-8

WINISIS-16,24,38

Workshops-40
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